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EXISTING CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
The following observations of the Glen Oaks Club golf facility created the foundation
and impetus for the Master Plan improvements outlined within this document.
The Glen Oaks Club layout has many positive attributes that provide the foundation of
a strong layout. Luckily, many of these components cannot be easily or cheaply created
or re-created during the golf course renovation.
1. Interesting Topography
The terrain that the Glen Oaks golf holes are routed upon is ideal. The property
provides a balance of gently rolling hills and dramatic elevation changes. This
blend generally creates natural tee and green sites, as well as generally forgiving
landing zones within the fairways. The higher portions of the property provide
commanding vistas and breathtaking views across the property. The majority of
the property has ideal surface drainage limiting the need for an extensive drainage
piping system. Rarely is the topography too steep to be utilized for golf, and the
facility can be easily walked.

#6 Red is a fine example of interesting topography, although work must be completed to the
severely canting fairway to provide additional options for golfers of all skill levels.

The view from the elevated tee complex at #3 White will create an amazing visual impact once
construction is completed that will soon link the 3rd fairway with the adjacent pond.

2. Fine Overall Routing with Adequate Acreage
The existing hole routing over the more undulating portions of the property is
quite clever. The routing utilizes natural rolls and knobs for green and tee sites
well. The overall hole sequencing, rhythm, direction, and length are generally
good for these holes. The undulating holes play a multitude of directions to prevent overbearing interference from wind or the setting sun.
In addition, the property is also very large, allowing the holes to be spread out in
most circumstances. Very few safety issues are present throughout the property
due to the generally generous fairway spacing. The property and routing lead
themselves to classic parkland style golf course design at Glen Oaks Club.
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An aerial photograph of the Glen Oaks Club routing illustrates the artistic routing of the more
undulating portions of the property. Only along the right, flatter portion of the property does the
routing include repetitive and parallel fairway designs.

3. Outstanding Putting Surfaces
Without a doubt, the existing putting surfaces are the highlight of the existing golf
course design. The green complexes possess two distinct characteristics that
make them a fine set of greens. First, the interior surface contouring of the
greens are interesting, yet extremely playable. They are elegantly shaped, but not
so intricately contoured that they detract from the enjoyment of the golf course
for an average or beginning golfer. Secondly, the putting surfaces are oftentimes
offset at an angle from the line-of-play for the golf hole. These long, slender, and
canted green designs have provided the baseline for many of the strategic elements introduced within the Master Plan. For instance, the angling of the existing putting surface is the starting point for the new strategic golf course design elements. In turn, the angling of the existing greens impact the positioning of the
proposed greenside bunkering, fairway realignment, fairway bunkering, and even
tee placement.
Currently, the layout does not take advantage of the terrific putting surfaces. In
fact, many of the past bunker renovations actually detracted from the
green designs.

The opening Red and Blue Course green surfaces have enjoyable contours and are set at
interesting left-to-right angles. However, the adjoining repetitive fairway and bunker designs do
not highlight these greens properly.
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4. Balance of Nine Hole Course Strength
Glen Oaks is blessed with 27 holes allowing for flexibility in course setup for the
Membership. This feature will also allow for an ease in implementation of the
Master Plan while still providing 18 holes for Membership use at all times. What
makes Glen Oaks’ three nines design special is how equally balanced the nines
are. For the most part, the three individual loops provide the same interest, challenge, and terrain; making the nines interchangeable at any time. This is very unusual for 27 hole facilities, as they generally feature a “championship” 18 hole
course and another lesser valued nine hole layout. This interchangeable characteristic must be maintained throughout the Master Plan process.

Despite these strengths, the Glen Oaks Club has a multitude of weaker elements that
detract from the overall strength of the golf course.
1. Lack of Design Variety and Memorable Golf Holes
Although the course is well routed, the design intricacies of the Glen Oaks golf
course are often formulaic and repetitive. Greenside bunkering often guards the
front-right, front-left, and then rear of the green complexes. The fairway bunkering is consistently located at similar lengths from the tees (often located too short
to challenge the better players), habitually penalizing players of a certain length.
Bunker sizes and shapes are also similar hole after hole. Tree corridors are also
incredibly straight and were cleared to a uniform width hole after hole. Par four
hole lengths also are repetitive, leading to redundant drives and approach shots
of similar lengths.

This image of #4, #5, and #7 White illustrates Glen Oaks often formulaic design: repetitively
straight and narrow fairway corridors.

2. Increased Difficulty for High Handicap Players
Currently, many golf holes overly penalize poorer/shorter players while creating
easy carries over hazards for better/longer players. Proper golf course design
should provide exactly the opposite scenario and allow poorer/shorter players the
opportunity to advance their ball successfully and enjoy their day on the golf
course. Proper design also forces better players to make strategic decisions from
the tee to negotiate their way around hazards that are out of reach for average
Club golfers. Too many times an unfair advantage is now given to low handicap
play at Glen Oaks Club, a condition that is remedied within the proposed improvements.
Many of the existing greenside and approach bunkers are placed well short of the
putting surfaces, catching primarily high-handicap play who generally miss short
of the target (as low-handicap golfers rarely miss-club or miss-strike approach
shots this dramatically short). Many of the fairway approaches are also unduly
narrow and do not encourage run-up type golf shots. The water hazards on #6
White (in combination with poor tee placement), #2 Blue, and #9 Blue also create a discriminating hazard for poorer players.
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Red Tee Players currently have the most demanding angle over the water hazard to
reach the par three #6 White green complex.

On #9 Blue, shorter players are now forced to play well right of the pond (toward two fairway
bunkers), creating an overly demandingly long approach to the elevated greensite.

In addition, the current golf course design forces forward Red Tee Golfers to
play a very long golf course. The three 18 hole layouts now play 5499, 5634,
5541 yards from the Red Markers. Providing flexibility in the tee design will create the option for a more enjoyable round of golf for many Club Members.
3. Bunker Styling and Construction
The existing bunkering has many flaws. The greenside bunkering locations are
repetitive and unfairly penalize the weaker player. Greenside bunkers are continually positioned front-right and front-left of the green limiting the fairway approach to a tight alleyway (discriminating for players who rely on running the ball
onto greens). Oftentimes the greenside bunkering extends well beyond the front
of the greens capturing high-handicap play only and forcing a long explosion recovery shot over an expanse of sand to reach the green surface. The regular use
of rear greenside bunkering is also undesirable, as this type of hazard rarely dictates hole strategy and creates a very demanding recovery shot from a typically
downhill lie to green that slopes away from the player. Fairway bunkering is often
positioned within the average player landing zones and never challenges the
Club’s better players.
Aesthetically, the bunkers often feature repetitive shapes and sizes. More than
half of the bunkers feature one “nose” in the center of the bunker that creates difficult lies. Poor lies are also drawn in the corners of the bunkers because of the
relatively flat floored bunkers
and the reduced footprint of the
small bunkering. The bunkers
are also rarely fully visible from
the hitting area. This is due to
improper surround grading, lack
of sand flashing, and the extensive use of the nose shapes.
Lack of sand visibility compromises the course by limiting the
The rear greenside bunker on #6 White illustrates the prevailing current framing and definition of each
“nose” shaping.
target area.
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4. Minimal Visual Impact
Aesthetically, despite the interesting topography, the Glen Oaks golf course does
not optimize the visual impact of the property’s features. Lack of bunker flashing
and shadowing around target areas is the main reason for this weakness. Existing
trees in poor locations that visually “clutter” backdrops of greens also compromise the visual framing of many green complexes. In addition, repetitively
straight and uninteresting fairways limit the visual interest of many holes from
the tee boxes.

#9 White green complex
lacks the visual framing that
an improved bunker design
would improve. The result
is an uninspiring complex
dwarfed by the large club
house structure beyond.

5. Tee Conditions
The teeing grounds at Glen Oaks Club are a collection of various construction
projects utilizing various techniques and materials. Many tees are original,
unlevel, and misaligned. Some tees, particularly the main teeing grounds of par
three holes, are undersized and do not properly spread divot wear. Various forward tees are poorly located which creates overly difficult angles into target areas.
Select forward teeing grounds are simply placed directly in front of the rear tees,
and in turn miss terrific opportunities to take advantage of more dramatic, elevated tee sites to the left or right of their existing positions.

An example of an original,
unlevel forward teeing surface
at Glen Oaks Club.

6. Agronomic Issues
Agronimically, the Glen Oaks golf facility is on fairly solid footing. Turf conditions are very good tee-to-green, and an extensive irrigation system installed
nearly ten years ago provides proper watering coverage. However, localized areas
throughout the golf course are weak due to specific issues like tree encroachment
or drainage issues will be addressed within the golf course Master Plan.
7. Limited Driving Range Teeing Area
Although the Glen Oaks practice areas have been recently upgraded with the
renovation of the short game practice area, the existing driving range is currently
undersized for the amount of heavy use that it receives. The potential size of the
driving range tee is limited, but it needs to be maximized to accommodate the
Glen Oaks Membership.
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MASTER PLAN OBJECTIVES
Enhancing the Glen Oaks golf experience through the introduction of
inspired design elements for all golfing abilities, exciting and
memorable golf holes, and unique hand-crafted styling…
Creating a truly stunning world-class facility.

The preceding vision statement for the Glen Oaks renovation is bold, however it is
wholly achievable. The statement can be confidently made because of the fine existing
attributes of the property (topography, setting, and fine putting surfaces), and also the
proposed comprehensive improvements to the less desirable components of the existing
facility (strategy, variety, and aesthetic appeal) as outlined within the Existing Conditions
Overview.
Entering into more detail, the proposed Master Plan Objectives are further identified
within the following five points:
1. The Master Plan does not fundamentally alter the overall context of the
golf course that the Membership currently enjoys. Instead, the Plan will
revive the facility by improving the strategy, beauty, and maintenance
possibilities within the framework of the existing layout. This approach
will maximize the impact of the Club’s investment while limiting course
disruption during implementation.
2. The facility will be updated, which involves the “undoing” of recent renovation projects that have only changed, not improved, the golf course.
This is most evident in the two major proposed components to the proposed golf course renovation, the bunker and tee complexes. The
number of bunkers will be reduced, but the remaining bunkers will be
enlarged and repositioned. The new bunkers will provide fair and playable lies, will be more visible, aesthetically pleasing, and will frame the
fine putting surfaces at Glen Oaks Club. Tees will be positioned correctly to provide flexibility in course set-up, variety in design, and proper
placement for all golfing groups.
3. The McDonald Design Group’s vision for Glen Oaks will create a more
memorable golf course facility. The existing repetitive features of the
existing course will be modified and replaced with exciting bunkering
schemes, strategic options for all players, enhanced fairway doglegs, interesting flexibility in tee placement, and additional variety in hole
lengths and difficulty.
4. The improvements will accommodate all levels of golfing ability. HighHandicap Golfers will enjoy a more playable, forgiving, and beautiful
facility. Average Golfers will be provided more design interest and options leading to a more enjoyable round of golf. Low-Handicap Golfers
will be forced to “think” their way around the golf course to post a fine
score to a much greater extent.
5. The Master Plan will visually create a truly unique golf facility to the entire Long Island and New York Metropolitan area with the implementation of the proposed bunker styling. Bunker design is perhaps the most
visual and lasting impression of a golf facility for both Members and
Guests. The proposed graceful, high-flashing of sand combined with
the bunker sand/fairway turf interface will be captivating once carried
throughout the property. The interlocking of fairways and hazards will
not only be beautiful, but its strategic merits will soon be evident for Met
area golfers.
The culmination of these objectives is a more FUN round of golf for the Glen Oaks
Club Membership. Throughout this entire process we must remain observant that the
game of golf is simply that – a game. The Master Plan does not propose that the Glen
Oaks facility be transformed into an overly difficult facility capable of hosting a Major
Championship. Instead, the Master Plan strives to provide the proper level of challenge
and enjoyment for all skill levels.
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MASTER PLAN COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The following analysis is intended to communicate the proposed Master Plan design
changes to the Membership. Outlined is not only what is to be improved, but also why
these changes are a proper fit for the Glen Oaks Club golf facility.
TEEING GROUNDS
All 27 tee complexes are scheduled for renovation. As discussed earlier, many of the
existing tees are plagued with being undersized, are situated in improper locations, have
drainage issues, have unlevel surfaces, or are misaligned.
The proposed tee surfaces will be enlarged and oftentimes relocated to accomplish the
following goals:
1. Create Additional Course Set-Up Flexibility
The overall Glen Oaks tee surfaces will be enlarged in size. This enlargement
will generally take place by stretching the dimensions lengthwise down the hole
and narrowing most tees to a typical width of 24’. These longer and narrower
tee dimensions allow for additional flexibility in the placement of the tee markers to maximize the possible variety in hole lengths that can be created depending upon the day’s playing conditions (tournaments, outings, weather conditions, etc.). In addition, multiple optional teeing surfaces for the same
marker are also often proposed to create even greater possible
set-up flexibility.

#4 Blue Teeing surface will soon allow for greater course set-up ability through the use of multiple,
narrower teeing surfaces.

2. Create More Forgiving Forward Tee Angles
The Master Plan outlines enhanced dogleg designs in conjunction with fairway
bunkers that are extended more towards the center of the golf hole. These
changes to the fairway designs are intended to challenge the better player and
to not overly burden the poorer/shorter player. In order to ensure that this
balance is obtained, many of the forward teeing surfaces are relocated toward
the outside of the dogleg creating a more open and forgiving line-of-play that is
uninterrupted by the repositioned fairway bunker. These new tee angles allow
the golf course to remain playable for the forward tee golfers while increasing
the challenge and shotmaking requirements for the Club’s best golfers.
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Although a bold fairway bunker is to be introduced on #7 Blue, the White and Red Teeing surfaces
have been repositioned further left to eliminate the need to carry this dramatic hazard.
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3. Create Additional Optional Angles
Holes #6R, #6W, and #6B will feature entirely different optional teeing angles
depending upon the day’s tee marker set-up. These optional angles will provide a refreshing change to the golf course when in use.

#6 Blue Teeing complex

#6 Red Teeing complex

#6 White Teeing complex

4. Take Advantage of Terrific Existing Landforms
Tees will be shifted when appropriate to utilize existing hills or rolls to provide
an elevated view of the golf hole about to be played. These moves will create
more beautiful and memorable golf holes, and these shifts always dovetail with
the appropriate angling of the tee boxes towards the target areas. Shifts of this
type will occur many times throughout the renovated golf course facility.

Relocating the #3 White and Red Tee surfaces to the right upon the existing knoll not only will create a
more forgiving angle into the bunkered fairway, it also provides a more inspiring view of this beautiful
par four hole.

5. Joined Teeing Surfaces
In total, five tee surfaces will function as a shared tee for two different golf
holes. In some cases, this design technique will maximize yardage in a tight areas. Oftentimes it is meant to take full advantage of an interesting landform for
the enjoyment of as many
Members as possible. It is also
used to create various optional
angles into the target area. Regardless of its intended primary
use, an added effect of this design application is that it will
add a level of charm and
uniqueness that will further set
the improved Glen Oaks facility apart from others in the
area.
The shared #9W Black/#2B White teeing surface maximizes the length of
#9 for low-handicap players also creates a much improved view and angle
into the 2nd fairway for average White Tee players.
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6. Flashed Bunker Faces Upon Tee Slopes
The fill slope of three Black Tee Boxes (#3R, #9R, #7W) will actually be incorporated into the bunker shaping and sand flash of an adjacent bunker. Although a simple design change, these features will again create another memorable feature for the new Glen Oaks golf course.

The #7W Black Teeing ground is to
be incorporated into the bunker
design of the #6W greenside bunker.

7. Joined Tee Surfaces with Fairway Approaches
The unique fairway grassing patterns will provide a great deal of visual and strategic interest throughout the golf course. One component of the new fairway
design will be their incorporation into a select number of teeing surfaces (#1 B,
#3B #6B). These graceful and attractive fairway approach extensions will aid in
creating visually attractive and flowing complexes.

The #3B Black Teeing surface will blend seamlessly with the expanded
#2B fairway approach. This will, in turn, improve the aesthetics of the
end of the adjacent retaining wall.

8. Spread Turf Wear
Many of the proposed improvements to the tee complexes create improved
angles and aesthetic value for the golf course. However, obviously the main
function of a successful teeing ground is to provide a large and usable surface
to successfully spread turf wear and to promote turf recovery. The tees have
been designed to easily handle the divot and traffic wear that Glen
Oaks receives.
BUNKER COMPLEXES
The proposed bunkering will be the backbone of the newly renovated Glen Oaks Club
golf facility. A bunker renovation on an existing golf course typically provides the most
impressive impact for a Membership, as bunkers dictate so much of the playability and
aesthetics of a golf course. This will certainly be the case at Glen Oaks, as the proposed
bunker styling and positioning will transform the property.
1. Bunker Sizes, Shapes, and Flashing
For reference, the existing vs. proposed bunker schemes have been compared
with interesting results. The number of proposed bunkers has been reduced
by 20%, or a 23 bunker reduction netting a total 91 hazards. Despite this drastic reduction, the actual net bunker footprint has been increased.
The larger size of the individual bunkers that are remaining will improve the
issues that plague the current bunkering style. Currently, the small bunkers
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have little sand flashing. By increasing the size of the bunkers and elevating
the sand lines, the visibility of the sand hazards will be impressive throughout
the property. The new larger bunker design will create a great deal of visual
definition, framing, and shadowing. These improvements are very important
to creating a more memorable golf facility, especially when applied to Glen
Oak’s many uphill approaches where the current bunkers are blind from the
fairway. Please note that the repetitive rear “noses” found within the current
bunkers will also be removed to construct bunkers with the new style. These
noses inhibit sand flashing and will be removed to improve sand visibility and
to create more traditional, conservative bunker shapes.
The larger sized bunkers will automatically provide more playable bunkers as
well. The existing small bunkering, in conjunction with the flatter sand floors,
does not allow the golf ball to release to the center of the bunker floor properly. This condition creates many tight and hanging lies towards the corners of
the bunkers. The larger bunker square footages will allow for a greater concave “cupping” of the bunker floor which will channel captured balls toward
the center of the bunker creating more playable and fair lies.
The larger bunkering will also fit the large scale of the property more naturally
than the smaller existing hazards. Every feature at Glen Oaks is large: 27
holes, a sprawling property, substantial and dramatic rolling topography, large
putting surfaces, even the impressive club house building. More substantial
individual bunkers will compliment the facility in a better way.
2. Fairway Bunker Positioning
The fairway bunkers have been relocated to provide additional strategic interest to the enhanced doglegging golf holes. To create this interest, the bunker
hazards are almost entirely positioned within the inside of the doglegs to create
optional heroic carries in order to achieve an advantage with the following approach shot. Many of the existing “directional” bunkers at the outside of the
doglegs have been removed (#7R, 1B, 2B, 3B, and 9B) because they provide
little strategic value to the golf hole.
The bunkers have been placed to challenge the longer player. Shorter hitters’
tee shots will land short of the hazards on many holes allowing these players to
advance over the bunkers on their second shot. Also, the forward tees will be
angled to aid in avoiding these hazards. In effect, the golf course will “look
hard but play easy” for these players standing on the tee box.

The closing hole on the Blue Nine will be improved for golfers of all abilities by removing the unnecessary
bunkering at the outside of the dogleg and constructing a lone, strategic bunker at the pond’s edge.

3. Greenside Bunker Positioning
Many front-greenside bunkers are scheduled for removal or shifting to facilitate run-up approach shots for high-handicap play. Too many existing green
surfaces are cluttered with extensive front bunkering that often extends well in
front of the actual green. These bunkers catch primarily poorer player’s shots
as better players rarely miss-club or miss-hit shots this badly. In addition,
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many of the fronts of the greens are bunkered symmetrically left and right,
hole after hole. The Master Plan again attempts to “unbalance” these greensites to provide greater variety and design interest. Many of the existing rear
greenside bunkers are also scheduled for removal. These bunkers are currently blind from the hitting area and often require the player to play a difficult
explosion shot from a downhill lie towards a putting surface that runs away
from the player. This is a difficult proposition for the average player and a stiff
penalty for players who simply hit their original approach shot too solidly.
In addition to constructing the greenside bunkers, additional green surround
soil is planned to be excavated creating steeper rough grass slopes. This excavation will aid the player in two ways. First, greenside rough hollows will be
created to capture errant shots to prevent these balls from bounding down an
adjacent hillside further away from the green complex. Secondly, the steepening of these select greenside slopes will improve the visual definition of the true
edge of the putting surface from the fairway.
4. Constructing Bunker Hazards Into Existing Natural Landforms
Bunkers, by definition, are holes or depressions in the ground. Many existing
bunkers at Glen Oaks are artificially forced upon the terrain instead of being
excavated below natural grade. The Master Plan locates bunkers not only
where they make strategic sense, but also where they will appear natural in the
landscape.

These fairway bunkers on #9 White and #5 Blue are examples of bunker floors that have been filled above natural
grade and do not complement the existing landscape.

In contrast, the proposed series of bunkers proposed for #7 White compliment the natural ridge line that crosses
the fairway and also creates a dramatic strategic element for the hole.

5. Bunker Styling
The proposed bunker styling has already been discussed at length within the
preceding text. The bunkers will be constructed with the same styling as the
recently completed Short Game Practice Area bunkering. The following photographs of this
complex will communicate the proposed bunker styling concept much
more
effectively
than a long written
description:
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The direct bunker sand/fairway turf interface will provide a dramatic visual impact.
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Greenside bunkers will tightly “cradle” the putting surfaces, defining the target areas more effectively.

The raised sand flashing will improve hazard visibility even at long distances.

The cumulative effect of bold sand flashing combined with the fairway boundaries encroaching right to the hazard’s edge
will provide the golf course with an entirely new character.

The bunker styling recently completed at the Short Game Practice area, once
carried throughout the golf course, will have dramatic and exciting results.
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6. Bunkers “Linking” the Entire Facility
Although the idea of the new bunkers “linking” golf features and the entire facility together is an abstract concept, its value to the overall Master Plan improvements should not be underestimated. “Linking” refers to the way the new
bunker will tie individual components (fairways, fairway approaches, putting
surfaces, adjacent holes) together creating a cohesive complex. The unique
fairway grassing patterns that abut the bunkers will accomplish this, but the improved bunker positioning will contribute as well. Currently, many greenside
and fairway bunkers simply flank the golf hole to the left and right of the centerline. The Master Plan’s design often pushes fairway bunkers further into the
line of play, allowing the fairway to envelop the hazard. The same effect occurs
at the green complexes where dynamic grassing patterns will link the fairway,
approach, and green surface to the bunker hazards. The result will be a pleasing, organic type design that flows from tee to green.

Two examples of how the future bunkering will “link” adjacent features together in an attractive and memorable manner.

FAIRWAYS
The existing straight and narrow fairway patterns at Glen Oaks do little to enhance the
facility. By creatively altering the fairway design, the overriding design objectives of creating a more memorable, interesting, strategic, and beautiful golf facility will be obtained.
Fairways will be altered to achieve:
1. A Cohesive Pro Shop/Practice Facility Landscape Design
The tone of the unique Glen Oaks fairway design will be set early for the
golfer. Bentgrass fairway turf will be extended from the practice putting green
and will interconnect the #9 Red green complex, #1 Blue Tee, and the edge of
the paving near the pro shop. In addition, the new upper instructional tee
grassing will be joined with the edge of the new cart path edge. These proposed improvements will create an elegant and “clean” appearance for the entire club house area.

The Glen Oaks practice and staging areas will be linked with an expanded fairway turf area. This concept
was recently successfully completed at Congressional CC in Bethesda, Maryland (photo taken near the end
of construction).
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2. Improved Strategy through Enhanced Fairway Doglegging
Many of the straighter holes are scheduled for a fairway shift to enhance the
aesthetics and strategy of the hole. By enhancing the dogleg of a hole, better
players are forced to shape their tee balls to avoid trouble, while the poorer
players can be compensated for the increased fairway difficulty by the thoughtful repositioning of their tee location. Generally the proposed doglegging of the
hole is a design function of first the existing green angle, which dictates the
proper bunkering scheme, which in turn impacts the desired fairway positioning. The new, more organic, fairway bends will complement the parkland setting and rolling terrain nicely.

The second landing area of #7 White will be made more interesting with the strategic repositioning of the landing
zone to the right, located above the existing ridgeline and proposed collection of fairway bunkers. Players who
successfully challenge these bunkers are rewarded with an improved approach angle into the green.

3. Improved Strategy/Playability through Increased Fairway Width
Greater fairway width equates to an increased strategic value of a golf hole. A
wide fairway allows players to attempt to play up a particular side of the fairway.
This choice may lead to an advantage/disadvantage for the following shot. The
alternative is of course a narrow fairway, which is often overly penalizing and
creates little strategic value because the player is just simply pleased to be on the
short grass. Because fairway width creates options and design variety, the fairways will be selectively widened at Glen Oaks Club. For Low-Handicap play
these wider fairways will require additional thought for the risk/reward options
provided. For High-Handicap Play, wider fairways equate to more fairways hit,
more potential putts for par, and ultimately more fun on the golf course.

The short risk/reward par four #5 White provides an extremely wide lay-up zone for players not willing to risk
challenging the two bold approach bunkers with their drive. A lay-up shot down the left side of the fairway is
ideal for a front hole location. A right lay-up is the proper choice for a back-right hole location.

4. Improved Aesthetics through Unique Fairway/Bunker Interface
As described within the bunker overview, the proposed design will bring many
of the greenside and fairway bunkers right to the edge of the fairway turf creating an attractive and memorable feature for the Glen Oaks golf facility. This
bunker edge treatment will compliment many of the other creative fairway adjustments included within the Master Plan design.
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5. Improved Playability by Expanding Fairway Approaches
The width of fairway approaches will be increased on many holes. This design
improvement will have a direct impact on the playability of poorer/shorter players who rely on running the ball along the ground to reach greens in regulation.
Many of the repetitive front-greenside bunkers have been removed within the
Master Plan design to allow for these fairway expansions.

The approach at #7 Red will be
expanded while the front-left
greenside bunker is scheduled for
removal to facilitate run-up shots.
Although more room is provided
left, the front right greenside
hazard is to be made larger and
deeper to protect a back-right
hole location.

6. Enhanced Shot Values by Introducing Greenside Fairway Extensions
Although modest in size, many of the green complexes will include an expanded fairway area not directly attached to the enlarged fairway approach.
These areas are often coined as “bail-outs”, “run-offs”, or “chipping areas”.
Whatever term is used, they will fit into the proposed fairway and bunker design schemes well at Glen Oaks. The fairway areas will also compliment the
existing green designs (as many of the green contours slope away from the lineof-play in the rear corners of the putting surface). Strategically, they allow the
better players a multitude of recovery options to get the ball up-and-down,
while allowing less skilled golfers to run the ball through the short grass towards
the cup.
7. Improved Aesthetics by Joining Fairway Approaches and Tees
Again, as described within the tee complex overview, joining select tees with an
adjacent fairway approach will add a great deal of visual excitement to
the facility.
TREE MANAGEMENT
Tree management not only includes the selective removal and pruning of existing trees,
but also the planting of landscape and screening material. Trees planted to buffer undesirable views are planned for #2 Blue, and #7 Blue. Landscape material at #1 Red/
driving range tee is meant to screen and beautify the area. The strategy of #1 Blue and
#2 Blue will be enhanced with plantings that will provide a mild penalty for errant shots.
The majority of tree management work at Glen Oaks Club will center around the removal of vegetation throughout the property. These decisions regarding tree removal
have not been made quickly or lightly. Trees have been proposed for removal within the
Golf Course Master Plan for the one of the following four reasons:
1. Turf Health
Excessive tree growth limits the sunlight, air circulation, and nutrient uptake for
all types of turfgrasses. Limiting shade, roots, and pocketed growing environments will provide improved maintenance conditions during all golfing seasons.

The narrower, heavily wooded holes
along the lower side of the property
encounter shade and air circulation
issues due to excessive stands of trees.
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2. Improved Strategy and Hole Design
Currently, so many of the Glen Oaks fairways are repetitively parallel, narrow,
and uninteresting. The Master Plan focuses on introducing additional design
variety and interest for the golf course, and this often requires tree removal to
facilitate these improvements. When the existing tree lines are pushed back,
the clearing will be completed in a natural manner, eliminating many of the
straight hole corridor lines that currently exist. Fine specimen trees will be able
to be showcased in this manner to create an attractive and natural forested
edge.

Many of the existing Glen Oaks fairways are lined with extremely straight and unforgiving tree corridors.

3. Promote Exciting Recovery Shots
Although the understory of the Glen Oaks wooded areas are generally clean
allowing the golfer to find his golf ball, the excessive number of trees limit the
opportunities to attempt daring recovery shots. By thinning select stands of
trees, the golfer will be more tempted to accomplish these types of recoveries.
Again, the Master Plan hopes to create more excitement and fun for the golfer,
and both of these goals can be enhanced by this selective clearing.
4. Eliminating Visual Backdrops of the Green Complexes
Removing trees that create “framing” behind select greens is a terrific technique
to make club selection more difficult for better players. Eliminating a comfortable reference of scale beyond the flagstick can often make golfers uncomfortable, creating second guessing and apprehensive swings. It is a simple and effective technique to separate the players who can select a club and swing confidently at the ball. In addition, removal of these undesirable trees will better
highlight the beautifully angled and contoured putting surfaces at Glen Oaks
Club. Whenever possible, the bentgrass surfaces will be exposed to the view of
blue sky beyond them, allowing the golfer to better appreciate the gracefully
rolling terrain.

Removing select trees to the rear of #8 Red green complex will better showcase the soon heavily
bunkered, shortened par three hole.
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5. Opening Up Views Across the Property
Tree removal work recently completed behind #3 Red green complex is a terrific example of how tree removal can enhance the overall golfer experience. No
additional description is required other than the following pictures!

Dramatic vistas have been created behind #3 Red towards the 4th and 6th holes

DRAINAGE
The Glen Oaks property drains rather well. The contoured ground sheds surface water
efficiently, and existing drainage structures already collect water within the flatter and
more concentrated areas of the golf course. In addition, the soils drain relatively well,
although not nearly as quickly as many of your golfing neighbors to the East.
Targeted poor areas of drainage will be improved throughout the facility. Five golf holes
and the driving range will be improved with a combination of new solid piping, perforated piping and gravel backfill, and drain inlets. The majority of other drainage issues
will be addressed by improving the grading and % pitch across in-play areas to facilitate
surface flow.

The wet conditions behind the #7 Blue tee complex are a result of trapped water due to improper grading.
Chronic troubled areas such as this will be corrected during the renovation project.

PONDS
There are four existing ponds on the property, each receiving a varying level of attention
during the Master Plan implementation. The two goals of the following pond work is to
create a more natural (beautiful) appearance for each area and also create more fair water
hazards for players of average to below average golfing ability.
1. #2 Blue, Large Fairway Pond
This pond is a large, naturally appearing pond (there is no artificial appearing
steep embankment present needed to impound water). This large pond creates
the entire doglegging strategy for the short par five 2nd hole. Without it, the
hole would play as a typical length par four. The Master Plan adjusts the pond
in only one location, and adjusts the surrounds of the pond in two other areas.
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The first proposed improvement is to straighten the pond edge just beyond the
first landing area. This is to be accomplished for two reasons. First, the entire
hole is quite “busy” visually, and creating a more natural and smooth pond
edge will ease this concern. Secondly, the longest of players can actually carry
the hazard at this location, leaving just a simple short iron into this par five
green. Excavating this small peninsula of land will reduce this opportunity for
these players.
The other two pond surround adjustments will occur closer to the green. The
existing cart path and mounding to the left of the existing #2 green complex will
be removed. The height of the pond bank will be reduced creating a more
graceful fairway tie-in at this area. Beyond this work, the far end of the pond
bank near #3 White fairway will also be softened. This will facilitate the joined
fairway expansion toward the pond edge for the 2nd and 3rd holes, beautifying the
entire area.
#2 Blue, Small Greenside Pond
Although the small greenside pond on #2 Blue is not the most naturally appearing hazard possible, it serves its purpose well by defending the short par five
hole. Although the water is not fully visible from all locations in the fairway, the
retaining wall provides a visual clue as to the true location of the water hazard.
The surrounds of this pond are to be improved by tying the fairway turf to the
existing retaining wall creating a more cohesive complex between the fairway,
putting surface, pond, and #3 Black Teeing surface. In addition, the golfer’s
right side of the wall will be properly backfilled and stabilized prior to bringing
the fairway edge towards the hazard.
#8/#9 Blue, Large Pond
The surrounds of this pond’s edge will be manipulated to create a more graceful and natural blending into the surrounding features.
The pond defends the entire left side of the difficult par three 8th hole. The
green surface is raised a great deal higher than the water elevation, and the
green complex is not properly blended to the pond bank. Slight grading adjustments and excavation to the front-left greenside bunker and the left side of putting surface will create a more visually appealing and unified complex.
At the 9th, the pond creates an extremely difficult hazard for poorer/shorter
players to negotiate. This issue has been largely rectified by an aggressive forward tee shift to create a more enjoyable risk/reward tee shot. The far fairway
edge of the pond will still be renovated however. The current imposing pond
bank creates a great deal of undesirable separation between the fairway and water. A new fairway bunker, excavated and constructed much closer to the elevation of the water will break up this pond bank. The excavation of the pond
bank will continue further left to create a new visible fairway tongue, enticing
players to attempt a bold carry across the hazard, and leaving just a wedge into
the green complex.
#6 White, Small Greenside Pond
The Master Plan calls for the complete elimination of this existing pond for a
multitude of reasons. First, the current hazard is small and unattractive. The
pond’s water elevation is awkwardly elevated, contained by an artificial raised
berm both to the left and also to the right of the pond. These berms create extremely unattractive tie-ins, most importantly near the fairway approach. The
water hazard also requires the existing cart path to travel left of the hole and circle behind the green complex, further polluting the aesthetic appeal of this corner of the property. Playability issues also arise, as a right-fronting water hazard
of this type is an excessively harsh penalty that, by and large, captures primarily
high-handicap golfers. Finally, this pond provides no agronomic benefit such as
irrigation storage or drainage relief (as the water elevation is higher than the surrounding grades).
A large, deep, and demanding greenside bunker will take its place to retain
some of the hole’s existing difficulty. The gentle arcing of the existing green
surface will cradle the bold hazard. The bunker floor, excavated 5’ lower than
the green surface will blend into the gentle swale that will be constructed within
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the footprint of the existing pond. Once the pond is removed, the entire corner of the golf hole will be made more dynamic. The existing fairway approach
will be widened to receive run-up approaches. The cart path can be rerouted
and better hidden from view to beautify the golf hole. And finally, the alternate
angle forward tees may be constructed and the new right fairway approach may
be introduced creating a multitude of hole set-up options depending upon the
day’s hole location.

The proposed #6 White, a dynamic par three hole. (left)
The unattractive pond edge raised above the existing
fairway approach elevation. (above)

CART PATHS
The existing cart paths are in generally good shape, however, some path work must be completed to execute the
golf course renovation project. Speaking generally, the
Master Plan has attempted to hide the asphalt paths from
view whenever possible. Limiting views of the paths will
beautify the golf course and allow the Membership to further appreciate the beautiful, natural setting of the Glen
Oaks property.
The majority of proposed cart path work is encountered
because the existing path must be repositioned to accomplish the desired tee or bunker redesign. Select paths are
to be simply removed and not replaced because there are
currently other localized paths that created a redundant
situation. The existing Belgian block curbing on the golf
course is used rather excessively, and will be removed
where practical to facilitate more efficient flow of Golfer
and Maintenance cart traffic.
#1 Blue currently has a cart path on each side of the green
complex. Eliminating the right path will improve the green
complex and beautify the entire area without impacting
traffic flow on the hole.

PRACTICE FACILITIES
The practice facilities at Glen Oaks Club are used a great deal. Although the remaining
practice areas do not require a similar scope of work that the Short Game Practice Area
recently received, they should be addressed as well.
1. Practice Putting Green
The existing practice putting green is of adequate size for the Glen Oaks Facility.
Drainage issues within the green have been remedied by the Maintenance Staff
during the past season. Although no proposed improvements are recommended
for the green itself, the Putting Green surrounds will receive significant attention.
As previously outlined, a system of interconnected fairway turf areas will link the
#9 Red green complex, pro shop, staging area paving, club house, and #1 Blue Tee
together to create an elegant and cohesive landscape design scheme for this area.
The resulting effect will be a stunning first impression for Glen Oaks Guests.
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2. Driving Range Tee
The current Driving Range tee at Glen Oaks Club is currently undersized for the
amount of use it receives. Unfortunately, the tee is rather “landlocked” and cannot
be easily expanded. The Master Plan’s solution to relieve a portion of the pressure
off of the teeing ground is to create a new upper Instructional Teeing Ground
measuring 6,000 SF. The new facility that will act strictly as a lesson tee is located
to the right of the main tee at an estimated six feet higher than the main tee elevation. Thus, lessons would be more private because the instruction would occur
away from the general range teeing surface. The view into the existing range floor
and targets is excellent from this location. The acreage necessary to create this tee
is made possible by the forward shift of the #1 Red Teeing Complex, which was
shortened to create additional length variety for the par four golf holes on the Red
Nine. Landscape screening will be planted between the new Instructional Tee and
the 1st tee complex.

The Practice Facility Improvements will make an impressive statement near the clubhouse area.

MAINTENACE FACILITY
Currently, the maintenance facility is lacking storage space. A great deal of equipment
must be stored outdoors and is exposed to the elements. To remedy this, a new 80’x40’
cold storage building is proposed along the maintenance drive next to the existing maintenance employee housing (to the left of #5 Blue). This building will protect and secure
the equipment investments that the Club has recently made, which will in turn protect the
investment that is soon to be made on the golf course itself.
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PLAYABILITY AND SCORECARD ANALYISIS
The current nine hole loops at Glen Oaks Club are very balanced. Despite the desire to
create a more unique and memorable layout, great efforts have been made to preserve
the Club’s interchangeable use of the nine hole courses. Although each nine will have a
slightly different feel and select holes will be lengthened/shortened, the overall difficulty,
enjoyment, and pace of play will be unchanged.
As discussed previously, select holes have been lengthened/shortened to create additional design variety, interest, and fun. Within the new proposed layout, more opportunities for eagles and birdies will soon be available. With these opportunities, however,
also come more stern par four golf holes where pars will be well earned. In effect, “1/2
par” holes will be created to add excitement to the golf facility. By creating both more
forgiving and demanding golf holes, the repetitive nature of Glen Oaks’ layout will be
alleviated… leading to a more memorable and enjoyable facility.
The balance of the aggregate difficulty of the golf course for Blue and White Tee Golfers will be largely unchanged due to the lengthening/shortening of the select holes.
There is very little net change in the cumulative hole length for these golfers. Although
the golf course will feature larger and deeper bunkers, there will be fewer total hazards
on the golf course and they will be positioned to primarily test the longer players. Fairway bail-out areas will be created to allow the thinking golfer to position his golf ball away
from these deepened greenside bunkers. Fairway approaches will also be dramatically
widened. Widening the fairway approaches and eliminating the excessive approach bunkering will perhaps improve the playability the most for the Glen Oaks Member of
average golfing ability.
The Black Tee Golfers will be forced to make strategic club selection and line of attack
decisions from the tee. The new bunker designs will create options for players that may
vary their decisions from day-to-day depending upon the quality of their play, the
weather, hole position, or the status of the match. Both bold play and “smart misses”
will be rewarded within the new design. The overall challenge of the golf course for
Black Tee Golfers will be increased due to slightly increased length, slightly more difficult teeing angles, enhanced doglegging fairways (that will require the better player to
“work” the ball to reach the further landing zones), and fairway bunkers that have been
shifted to defend the longer landing areas.
The Red Tee Golfers will enjoy a more forgiving golf course. The nine hole lengths will
be reduced by 65, 231, and 273 yards to provide greater opportunity for more players to
reach the putting surface in regulation. Like the Blue and White Tee Golfers, the forward tee players will also greatly benefit from shifted fairway bunkering, reduction of
front greenside bunkering, and expanded fairway approaches. The new Red Tee playing surfaces will also provide an advantage for players by creating more forgiving angles
into the target areas on many golf holes. Many of these tees are to be located on adjacent hillsides that will provide elevation relief and a beautiful, commanding view of the
hole to be played (#1R, 3R, 8R, 9R, 5B, 2W, 3W, and 9W).
1. Red Nine Hole Loop
The Red Course will benefit from the unbalancing of hole lengths to create a more
enjoyable and memorable golf course. The nine now plays three relatively long
par four holes (#1, #5, and #6) of similar yardage. The remaining two par four
holes (#2, #8) now also play a similar yardage, although shorter. The par three
holes (#3, #8) appear to have a large yardage spread on the scorecard, but the
downhill approach of #3 narrows that yardage gap creating a rather repetitive test of
golf on the par threes. Again, the par fives (#4, #9) are similar in length as well.
Variety will be introduced to the Red Nine scorecard by the following alterations:
●#1: Shortened to a mid-length par four (also creating space for D.R. Tee)
●#2: Dramatically shortened to create a driveable risk/reward par four
●#8: Dramatically shortened to create a short-iron par three
●#4, #5, #6 (with alternate teeing angles available), #9: Modest lengthening
of holes
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The overall impact to the difficulty of the Red Nine will be negligible as select
holes will play easier and select holes will play harder. Two of the longest par fives
on the property are both on the Red Course, but their length is offset by the shortest par three on the property, a driveable par 4, and a collection of mid-length par
four holes. All of the clubs in the bag will be tested with this variety in hole design
and lengths.

2. White Nine Hole Loop
The White Nine currently features three repetitively long par fours (#4, #5, #9),
one quite long par four (#3), and one medium length par four (#8). The two par
fives are relatively short and play to similar yardages (#1, #7). Again like the Red,
the par three yardage spread between holes #2 and #6 appears large, but the elevation change on #2 reduces this gap.
The unbalancing of the White Course scorecard takes a similar tact as the Red
Course:
●#3: Lengthened for Black/Blue Players creating a long par four
●#4: Lengthened for Black/Blue Players creating a long par four
●#5: Dramatically shortened to create a driveable risk/reward par four
●#6: Variety of lengths and teeing angles possible
●#7: Lengthened to create longer par five
●#8: Trees removed to effectively shorten hole for daring player
●#9: Modestly lengthened par four
Black Tee Players playing the tips will face the longest nine of the three on the
White as holes #2-#4 will be very demanding. For average handicap players
though, the White will be a fun and enjoyable round with the proposed alterations
to the “sporty” 5th and 8th holes. Removal of the water hazard on #6 will also aid
the high-handicap player. The new design will soon create a dramatic length distribution between the longest/shortest par four and par five golf holes. Again, the
goal is “1/2 par holes” meaning both easy birdies and bogies.
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3. Blue Nine Hole Loop
Although the Blue Nine currently has two of the shorter par fives on the property
(#2, #4), this apparent advantage is kept in check by the long lengths of four of the
five par four golf holes (long: #1, 3, 5, 9; short: #7). This is a fine blend of variety
and shall be preserved within the Master Plan. The Blue Course also has the longest par three on the property (#8).
Because of the more desirable current hole blend, the unbalancing of the Blue
Course Nine will undertake a much more subtle transformation than the previous
two nines:
●#2: Removal of trees to create a very short risk/reward par five (scorecard
length of 505 yards is actually much longer than the aggressive line toward
the green)
●#7: Modest shortening combined with tree removal to create mid-length
risk/reward par four
●#9: Shortened for Blue/White/Red Players creating a more forgiving risk/
reward mid-length par four
Because the two par five holes already provide birdie opportunities for many players, the Master Plan does not include an extremely short and driveable par four
hole. Instead, the plan develops the 7th and 9th holes as more strategic mid-length
par fours that test the nerve of the player. Because the 2nd hole is an eagle opportunity for the low-handicap player, the Black Tees have remained at 430 yards for
the 9th hole to ensure this player is not provided with too many short-iron approaches into the Blue Course greens.
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#1 White Course
“Away”
The White's opening hole is a relatively short par five that bends
gracefully left. The design improvements center primarily on forcing
the player to make a strategic decision in both line and distance from
the 1st landing area. Golfers who challenge the bold fairway bunker (J)
will be rewarded with a shorter and more visible third shot into the
green, quite possibly from the new expanded fairway approach the runs
along the left side of the golf hole.

A

Construct 2520 SF (105'x24') BLACK/BLUE TEE, shift rear edge
back 3 yards, raise tee 8" higher than existing Blue Tee, slope 1%
towards the front

B

Eliminate STAIRCASE, regrade tee slope to soften grade between tee
and cart path

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, lower 6", slope 1% towards
the front

D

Eliminate CART PATH spur, lengthen path to service new White and
Red Tee surfaces

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') ALTERNATE WHITE TEE to provide
additional course set-up flexibility, playing 455 yards, raise surface 12"
above existing grade, slope 1% towards the front

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, shift forward to improve hole
playability, raise surface 12" above existing grade, slope 1% towards the
front

G

Construct 3720 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, depth ranging from 2'-4',
remove trees and fill back side of bunker to blend into exiting hillside,
expand fairway

H

Remove existing right FAIRWAY BUNKER, flatten area, expand fairway to the right

I

Remove existing left FAIRWAY BUNKER, flatten area to open up
existing swale, expand fairway to the left

J

Rebuild existing right FAIRWAY BUNKER bolder to encourage strategic play from the 1st landing area, enlarging to 2275 SF, deepen 6",
shift left towards the centerline

K

Remove select TREES along left side of fairway approach to facilitate
new CART PATH and expanded FAIRWAY APPROACH along left
side of hole

L

Remove existing right CART PATH to beautify area between #1
White and #8 Red green complexes, relocate path to left of fairway
approach (K)

M

Construct 1910 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, deepen 12", shift slightly
towards centerline

N

Remove two existing GREENSIDE BUNKERS, shift fairway approach
dramatically left to compliment strategic interest created by the shifts of
bunkers (J) and (M)

O

Create a FAIRWAY APPROACH extension back-right of green to
highlight existing green contouring and to provide multiple recovery
options

P

Construct 1115 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, deepen 6", shift forward
to receive fairway approach extension and to compliment existing green
contouring

#2 White Course
“Drop”
The strategy, playability, and aesthetic appeal of this dramatic downhill
par three will be greatly improved. Strategically, a new bold right
greenside bunker will force more conservative play towards the newly
expanded left fairway approach. Red Tee playability will be improved
because of the new, more forgiving, tee angle played from the large
hillside left of the current hole. The hole aesthetics will be enhanced
by relocating the cart path that crosses the hole diagonally, the more
natural contouring of the green surrounds, and the tree removal behind
the green that will open up a dramatic vista towards hole #4 Red.

A

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, shift rear edge back 2 yards,
raise tee surface 6" higher than existing, slope surface 1% towards the
front

B

Construct 2000 SF (40'x50') BLUE TEE, rear edge to remain constant,
raise tee surface 12" higher than existing, slope surface 1% towards the
front

C

Construct 1500 SF (30'x50') WHITE TEE, raise tee surface 24" higher
than existing, slope surface 1% towards the front

D

Relocate CART PATH to the left of the tee complex to beautify the
golf hole

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 6" higher than
natural elevation, shift dramatically left to position tee on large knoll,
slope surface 1% to the front, remove trees to provide sightline to green

F

Remove CART PATH that crosses hole diagonally, relocate to left side
of tees

G

Install DRAINAGE: two drain inlets and 8" drain pipe to control storm
water and dry fairway approach, discharge drain line to left of #4 Red
tee complex

H

Construct 1960 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER in place of the two
existing bunkers, deepen 18" lower than existing rear bunker, fill
hillside to beautify and facilitate surface drainage around bunker

I

EXCAVATE HILLSIDE to shift cart path, create additional fairway
approach, improve drainage, and create a more attractive green
complex

J

Construct 605 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shift back to allow for
regrading of hillside and new grass hollow which will capture errant golf
shots, deepen 30"

K

EXCAVATE SURROUNDS to soften the awkward slopes and
greenside tie-in, create grass hollow that will capture errant golf shots

#3 White Course
“Bluff”
The 3rd is the first of two extremely demanding par 4 golf holes. The
existing strengths of this hole (terrain, views, and strategic angles) will be
greatly accentuated during the renovation. The two forward sets of tee
markers will be shifted to the right on a natural knoll overlooking the
fairway. The fairway dogleg will be more pronounced to bring the
existing pond in play. The new fairway location will be guarded with
two large fairway bunkers at the inside of the dogleg. The existing
beautifully angled green complex will reinforce the bunker and fairway
alterations rewarding bold play from the tee. Average golfers will be
provided a generously expanded left fairway approach that will blend
seamlessly with the angled putting surface.

A

Construct 1560 SF BLACK TEE, joined with alternate #6 Red tee,
raise slightly above grade of existing knoll, slope surface 1% towards the
front

B

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') alternate BLACK TEE, raise 18" higher
than existing tee surface to improve drainage, slope 1% towards the
front

C

Construct 1560 SF (65'x24') BLUE TEE, raise 30" higher than existing
tee surface to improve drainage, slope 1% towards the front

D

RELOCATE White Tee, Red Tee, and cart path to the right to take
advantage of a dramatic natural tee site on the knoll

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise slightly above existing
grade, shift dramatically right to position tee on natural knoll, slope 1%
to the front

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise slightly above existing
grade, shift dramatically right to position on natural knoll, slope 1% to
the front

G

Relocate CART PATH to the right to service the new White and Red
Tees and to hide the path from view from the rear tees

H

Selectively remove TREES along right and left sides of fairway to create
a more pronounced and strategic dogleg left

I

Construct 3590 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER to protect the inside of the
dogleg, rather large although relatively shallow bunker

J

Construct 2600 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER to protect inside the dogleg,
deeper and more penal bunker than (I), bunker gradually necks down
the fairway landing area

K

Install DRAINAGE, three drain inlets and 6" piping to alleviate existing
drainage issues near tree line and to also facilitate bunker contouring

L

REGRADE portion of pond surrounds to remove irregularities, open
up tight swale draining toward pond, and to create a graceful "top line"
for pond bank as viewed from #2 Blue fairway

M

Dramatically shift FAIRWAY to the right towards the pond

N

Construct 3360 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker 18" relative
to front bunker, create bold and dramatic bunker to accentuate opened
left fairway approach

O

ELIMINATE front left greenside bunker and replace with expanded
fairway approach, excavate 24" in this area to tie-in with front green
elevation

P

Construct 850 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shifting existing bunker
location forward, lower back-right grade of existing bunker 4', fill left
side of new bunker dramatically to tie-in with natural roll and to visually
hide service path

#4 White Course
“Precision”
#4 White is a classic stern par four. Playing both long and narrow, the
4th will test even the game's best golfers. Accuracy will be key from the
tee as this hole's character will be obtained from not widening the
playing corridor (when compared to the added strategic width provided
to the player throughout the rest of the White Nine). Longer hitters
that find the fairway will have a long approach into a heavily guarded
green protected by three bunkers. Shorter hitters may well lay up short
of the green within the widened approach and rely upon an up-anddown to save par.

A

Construct 2570 SF (total) BLACK TEE, shared with #6 Black Tee,
elevation to remain constant with existing tee surface, slope 1% to the
left

B

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') alternate BLACK TEE, raise 18" relative to
existing elevation, front tee edge location to remain constant, slope 1%
to the front

C

Construct 1680 SF (70'x24') BLUE TEE, raise 6" relative to existing tee
elevation, rear tee edge location to remain constant, slope 1% to the
front

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise 12" above existing
grade, slope 1% to the front

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise 12" above existing grade,
slope 1% to the front

F

Remove TREES to left of hole to facilitate widening of fairway
approach

G

Construct 2575 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, enlarging to receive
expanded fairway approach, deepen 12" relative to existing bunker,
create fairway bail-out area beyond bunker

H

Construct 830 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, deepen 6" relative to
existing bunker

I

Construct 3575 SF (total) GREENSIDE BUNKER, shared with #3
Blue Fairway bunker, greenside portion of bunker lowered 12" relative
to existing grass hollow, remove select trees to facilitate the shared
hazard

#5 White Course
“Temptation”
Following the previous three golf holes, players will welcome the short
and exciting 5th hole for a chance to recover a shot lost to par. The
hole will be dramatically shortened to a risk-reward drivable par four
ranging in length from 310-215 yards. A decision will be forced at the
tee: attack the green with driver or lay back short of the diagonally set
series of deep bunkers that guard the front approach. Bold players
must negotiate these hazards to have a putt for eagle. The conservative
option will offer a very generous lay-up zone, however the left side of
the fairway will offer the best view into the green.

A

REMOVE existing tees and path features restoring to natural grade

B

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, raise elevation estimated
42" relative to existing grade, slope towards the rear 1% (all tees built on
same plane)

C

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise elevation estimated 18"
relative to existing grade, slope towards the rear 1% (all tees built on
same plane)

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise elevation estimated
12" relative to existing grade, slope towards the rear 1% (all tees built on
same plane)

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise elevation estimated 6"
relative to existing grade, slope towards the rear 1% (all tees built on
same plane)

F

Install CART PATH that extends the length of the new tee complex

G

Shorten FAIRWAY, harvest turf for use in other areas (typical)

H

REMOVE existing fairway bunker and restore to natural grade, remove
trees to facilitate fairway alterations

I

Extend FAIRWAY area dramatically right (65 yards wide maximum) to
create conservative lay-up zone

J

Construct 1470 SF APPROACH BUNKER, excavate floor 12" and fill
backside of bunker 36" to create penal hazard that divides the lay-up
and aggressive lines of play

K

Construct 2500 SF APPROACH/GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate
floor 24" to create dramatic diagonal hazard in conjunction with bunker
(J), create fairway bail-out area beyond bunker

L

Remove existing greenside bunker and extend FAIRWAY
APPROACH, tie approach into beautifully angled green to create
strategic bold line of play option from the tee, 26 yard minimum
fairway width to be maintained to green

M

Construct new CART PATH, reposition greenside path to tie into new
#6 White tee locations

N

REMOVE existing rear greenside bunker, restore to natural grade

#6 White Course
“Corner”
The improvements to the 6th coincide squarely with the overriding
goals of the entire project: improve the aesthetics, variety, and
playability of the golf facility. Completely removing the artificial look of
the pond, retaining wall, and cart path; and replacing these undesirable
features with a bold front greenside bunker will visually transform this
"corner" of the golf course. Variety in course setup will be achieved
with the new multiple tee angles, which will offer endless and unique
challenges depending upon the day's hole location. Playability will be
improved for average players by the removal of the water hazard, the
creation of forgiving tee angles, and the multiple fairway approaches
that coincide with each tee angle.

Alternate Tee Angle

A

Construct 2567 SF BLACK TEE, shared with #4 Black Tee, elevation
to remain constant with existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the front

B

Construct 2000 SF (50'x40') BLUE TEE, elevation to remain constant
with existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the front

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, elevation to remain
constant with existing tee surface elevation, slope 1% to the front

D

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') RED TEE, elevation to remain constant
with existing tee surface elevation, slope 1% to the front

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') alternate BLUE/WHITE TEE providing
an alternate teeing angle, remove trees to facilitate tee angle, raise tee
surface 12" relative to natural grade, slope 1% towards the front

F

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') alternate WHITE/RED TEE providing an
alternate teeing angle, raise tee surface 12" relative to natural grade,
slope 1% towards the front

G

Remove CART PATH along left side of hole to beautify golf hole

H

Eliminate POND and retaining wall, excavate dam fill, regrade front of
green complex creating a naturally appearing swale

I

Construct 2170 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate floor 5' deep to
create bold and attractive hazard (replacing existing pond), create
alternate fairway approach beyond right edge of bunker

J

Construct 1075 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER in location of existing
bunker, excavate floor 12"

K

REMOVE existing rear greenside bunker, soften grading in this area

L

Construct 2340 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER in location of two existing
rear greenside bunkers, excavate floor 18" deeper than existing
bunkers, flash rear bunker sand on new #7 Black Tee slope

M

Relocate CART PATH to the right side of the green complex to
beautify hole

#7 White Course
“Fortress”
Design variety is again the catalyst of the exciting improvements
proposed for the 7th hole. The repetitively narrow and straight fairway
hole corridors that now dominate the Glen Oaks facility will be
interrupted by a bold rightward shift of the fairway at the second
landing area of this par five hole. In order to achieve a fine view into
the green complex for their third, players must soon challenge a series
of three fairway bunkers sculpted into a natural ridgeline located 150
yards from the green. The fairway approach will also be relocated
toward the right complimenting the natural landforms already present
in this area. The acreage required to support the strategic repositioning
of these golf features is made possible by the shortening of the enticing
par four, 5th hole.

A

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, raise tee elevation 5' relative
to natural grade, bunker (L) to be sculpted into fill slope, slope 1%
towards the left

B

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') alternate BLACK TEE, raise elevation 6"
relative to existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the front

C

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise elevation 12" relative to
existing tee surface, slope 1% to the right

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise elevation 18" relative
to existing tee surface, slope 1% to the right

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise elevation 12" relative to
existing tee surface, slope 1% to the right

F

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, restoring natural grade and
straightening fairway edge

G

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, restoring natural grade and begin
fairway widening prior to the set of fairway cross bunkers

H

Construct 2185 SF FAIRWAY CROSS BUNKER, lower floor and fill
face creating a net 4' deep bunker

I

Construct 695 SF FAIRWAY CROSS BUNKER, lower floor and fill
face creating a net 2.5' deep bunker, encircle entire bunker perimeter
with fairway turf

J

Construct 2970 SF FAIRWAY CROSS BUNKER, lower floor and fill
face creating a net 5' deep bunker (the largest and deepest of the cross
bunkers)

K

REMOVE existing bunker, trees, and cart path to facilitate the
dramatic right fairway shift

L

Shift FAIRWAY right, harvest turf for use in other areas (typical)

M

Shift and re-orientate FAIRWAY and approach to the right to
introduce greater strategy and design variety

N

Relocate CART PATH right

O

Construct 3375 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate floor 6",
elongate and shift leading edge of bunker towards new right centerline

P

REMOVE greenside bunker, restore to natural grade, replace with
fairway approach

Q

Construct 1565 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate floor 6"

R

REMOVE greenside bunker, extend existing grass depression

#8 White Course
“Sahara”
Like the 7th, the 8th hole on the White course will maximize an
existing fairway landform to dictate hole strategy. Currently, the
vegetation growing within the inside of the dogleg creates a rather
discriminating hazard for shorter hitting players. Once removed, a
collection of four fairway bunkers will protect this dogleg creating a
multitude of both line and length options for golfers of all abilities.
The resulting tee shot will be provide a beautiful, memorable, and
challenging test of golf. Additional grading and detailed design
elements at the green will beautify the entire complex.

A

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, shift back 10 yards and
slightly right, raise tee surface 4' relative to existing grade, slope 1%
towards the right

B

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, shift slightly right, tee
elevation to remain constant with existing tee, slope 1% towards the
right

C

Reroute CART PATH to the left of the new tee complex to create
improved tee angle into the fairway and to improve the tie-in with #3
Blue Course green complex

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, shift forward slightly, raise
tee surface elevation 6", slope 1% towards the right

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, shift dramatically forward and
to the right to create a more forgiving angle into fairway, raise tee
surface 12" relative to existing grade, slope 1% to the right

F

Shorten FAIRWAY, harvest turf for use in other areas (typical)

G

Construct 2910 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, sculpt bunker into hillside
as largest and deepest in the group, 5' net depth

H

Construct 750 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, 4' net depth, most difficult to
recover from because of its small size

I

Construct 1960 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, 4' net depth, visually reveal
fairway and tie-into fairway turf at backside of bunker

J

Construct 2315 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER at corner of dogleg, most
forgiving bunker in the group, net depth ranges from 2.5'-4.0' deep

K

Remove TREES at inside of dogleg to facilitate various angles and
options from the tee

L

Construct 1150 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shifting forward slightly,
bunker floor elevation to remain constant, excavate back left of bunker
to highlight left edge of green

M

Construct 645 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate bunker floor 12"
lower to create varying greenside bunker depths

N

Excavate GRASS HOLLOW at the back-left of the green to create a
more graceful tie-in and to highlight the true left edge of the green from
the fairway

O

REMOVE rear greenside bunker, fill bunker to create a gentle ridge
that diverts surface drainage away from green surface

P

Excavate GRASS HOLLOW to the right of the green surface in
coordination with tee/path work on Hole #2 Blue Course to: improve
green tie-in, facilitate drainage, and to define the right edge of the green

#9 White Course
“Return”
The tee complex for the 9th hole will receive a great deal of attention
during the renovation. The entire #9 White and #2 Blue tee
complexes will be re-sculpted to beautify the entire area and to
maximize sightlines into both landing areas. Red Tee players will enjoy
the new elevated teeing surface soon to be connected with the #5 Blue
teeing complex. The existing fairway lies upon beautifully rolling
terrain and needs little but a slight adjustment in fairway bunker
location to ensure better golfers are challenged from the tee. The view
of the green complex and club house will also be greatly improved
with the removal of an unnecessary cart path and the installation of a
series of greenside bunkers in its place that will properly frame the
finishing holes on both the White and Blue Nines.

A

Construct 1925 SF BLACK TEE, joined with #2 White Tee, lower tee
surface 18" relative to existing elevation, slope 1% to the left

B

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise tee 6" relative to existing
elevation, slope 1% to the left

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee 6" relative to existing elevation, slope 1% to the left

D

REMOVE existing Red Tee, relocate tee to left hillside to obtain an
improved angle and view into the fairway

E

Construct 2970 SF RED TEE, joined with #5 Black/Blue Tee, remove
trees to facilitate new line of play, lower 24" relative to existing surface
tee elevation, slope 1% to the front

F

Construct 1720 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, relocate slightly toward the
green to challenge longer hitters, create a "reverse flash" to better tie the
bunker into the hillside

G

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, restore area to natural grade and
straighten fairway turf line

H

Construct 2145 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER in location of two existing
left greenside bunkers, excavate floor 12" lower than existing front
bunker grade

I

Construct 1215 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate floor 6" lower
than existing bunker elevation

J

Construct 875 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, maintain existing bunker
floor depth, tie rear bunker slope into rear cart path

K

REMOVE unnecessary and unattractive cart path, replace with bold
bunkering between greens to frame complexes

#1 Red Course
“Out”
The Red Course's opening hole will play as a relatively forgiving
short-mid length par four hole. The teeing complex is actually
scheduled for a forward shift, shortening the hole around 25 yards for
the three rear sets of markers to aid in unbalancing the currently
repetitive hole lengths of Glen Oak's par four holes. This shift also
allows for the construction of a new 6,000 square foot driving range
instructional tee. The two current left fairway bunkers are scheduled
for removal to ease play on the opening tee shot. At the green, all
design enhancements focus on accentuating the beautifully angled
putting surface. To accomplish this, the right greenside bunker is
enlarged, and the footprint of the left greenside bunker is reduced
allowing for a dramatic expansion of the left fairway approach.

A

REMOVE existing rear tees to facilitate the Driving Range
Instructional Tee, regrade and replace with new landscaping

B

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, raise elevation 12"
relative to existing surface, maintain swale in front of tee, slope 1%
towards the left

C

Construct 2160 SF (80'x24') BLUE/WHITE TEE, raise elevation 18"
relative to existing grade, slope 1% towards the left

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise elevation 6" relative to
existing grade, slope 1% towards the rear

E

Shorten start of FAIRWAY, harvest turf to use in other areas (typical)

F

REMOVE two existing fairway bunkers, excavate 4' of rear bunker soil
and export to achieve other fills, return area to natural grade

G

Remove trees and shift cart path to facilitate FAIRWAY APPROACH
shift to the left to highlight angle of existing green

H

Construct 765 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER in location of rear portion
of existing bunker, lower bunker floor 6" from existing

I

REMOVE existing rear bunker and mound, excavate 2' of rear bunker
soil and export, create soft roll

J

REMOVE cart path that is routed to the right and behind the green as
it is unnecessary, return area to natural grade

K

Construct 3415 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, enlarge existing bunker
and shift towards the hole centerline to realign fairway approach to the
left, lower bunker floor 8" from existing

#2 Red Course
“Sleeper”
The current #2 Red hole is perhaps the weakest on this nine due to the
blind tee shot, narrow hole corridor, and lack of strategic interest. The
proposed hole addresses these concerns by introducing a dynamic risk/
reward short par four golf hole. A new tee complex is to be
constructed shortening the golf hole to play 315-230 yards in length.
The new right fairway bunker and expanded right fairway edge dictates
the golfer's club selection and directional line of play from the tee.
Bold tee shots played over this hazard are rewarded with an uninterrupted approach to the green, while more conservative left tee shots
must then contend with the enlarged and deepened left greenside
bunker. This hole is designed to introduce strategic thought,
excitement, and fun for golfers of all skill levels.

A

REMOVE existing tee complex, excavate this soil to achieve other project fills, return areas to natural grade

B

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, raise tee surface 5' to obtain
view of the green complex, create soft and attractive tee banks, slope
1% towards the left

C

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise tee surface 5' to obtain
view of the green complex (while keeping tee height 1' lower than Black
Tee), create soft and attractive tee banks, slope 1% to the left

D

REMOVE existing cart path and reroute path to the left closer to the
new tee complex

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee surface 2.5' to
obtain view of the green complex, slope 1% towards the rear

F

Shorten FAIRWAY, harvest turf for use in other areas

G

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 6" above
grade, slope 1% towards the rear

H

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, excavate 2' of rear bunker soil and
return area to natural grade

I

Construct 2000 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, both excavate floor and fill
surrounds to create a graduating bunker depth of 2.5'-4.0' towards the
right of the hazard

J

REMOVE existing greenside bunker, fill bunker and return to natural
grade, maintain and exaggerate small roll in collar edge

K

Construct 3460 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, enlarge and deepen to
create an intimidating hazard, shift right, lower bunker floor 18"relative
to existing, create saddle through far end of bunker to define left edge
of green surface

L

REMOVE existing greenside bunker, return to more natural grade

M

Construct 2040 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, maintain existing bunker
floor depth, expand to receive fairway approach, raise sand flashing
additional 3.0' upon new #3 tee slope

N

Relocate CART PATH further right to facilitate new fairway design

O

Expand FAIRWAY APPROACH dramatically right to create
additional strategy and interest

#3 Red Course
“Vista”
Improvements to the 3rd hole concentrate on improving the aesthetics
of both the tee and green complexes, complimenting an already
stunning view that has recently been created behind the green. At the
tee complex, the Black Tee will be cleverly protected and linked to the
2nd green complex with an approach bunker flashed upon the tee
slope. The main tee will be properly enlarged to spread turf wear and
a new Red tee will be positioned upon a slight knoll adjacent to the
existing cart path. The green complex will be beautified and made
more playable with bold bunkering and greenside excavation.
Removing soil to the left, right, and rear of the putting surface will
capture errant shots that may otherwise bound down the hillside. This
earthwork will also create an improved "horizon line" green complex
that will not interfere with the green's dramatic setting.

A

Construct 1350 SF (30'x45') BLACK TEE, raise tee surface 12" to
improve view of green complex, flash #3 bunker (M) on tee slope,
slope 1% towards the back

B

Construct 3200 SF (80'x40') BLUE/WHITE TEE, elevation to remain
constant, slope1% towards the right

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise elevation 4" higher than
existing natural knoll, slope 1% towards the front

D

Construct 1240 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, slightly larger than
existing, maintain existing bunker depth, expand fairway approach near
bunker

E

Create GRASS HOLLOW, excavate 3.5' of soil from left side of green
to highlight green, create improved tie-in with #4 Rear Tee, and to
capture errant shots

F

REMOVE existing bunker and small rolls behind green complex to
create a dramatic "horizon line" green complex

G

Create GRASS HOLLOW, excavate 4' of soil from the right side of
the green to highlight green and to catch errant shots

H

Construct 1645 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker floor 12",
right side bunker shaping into new grass hollow (G)

#4 Red Course
“Crook”
The long par five 4th hole will receive extensive work during the
renovation process. The entire hillside will be recontoured to allow for
larger teeing grounds, removal of existing retaining walls, an
improved cart path routing, and an overall more graceful appearance.
The remaining 4th hole improvements will increase hole width, which
will improve the strategy and playability for all golfers. The first
landing area will move slightly right as the large fairway bunker also
shifts in that direction. This shift rewards a strong tee shot down the
left side of the hole, and in turn, a better opportunity to play down the
left side of the fairway near the green. A dramatic fairway approach
tying into the current left side of the green will accomplish more than
simply unbalancing the predictably narrow and straight golf hole. It will
allow for an improved angle into the green when the pin is located in
the back-left position beyond the bisecting green ridge. The current
front of the green will be defended with a series of greenside bunkers
creating a "fortress" front. The resulting effect is an exciting double
dogleg hole with a multitude of options for the strategic player
depending upon the day's pin position.

A

Reroute CART PATH to the left of the Black Tee to creating
improved relationship between #3 green and the #4 teeing complex,

B

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, shift back and link tee with
new greenside hollow, maintain current tee elevation, slope 1%
towards the left

C

REMOVE existing tee, stairs, landscaping, and walls, reroute cart path
through this area

D

Construct 1080 SF (24'x45') BLUE TEE, properly orientate tee surface
towards fairway, raise surface 3' to receive new cart path location, slope
1% towards the front

E

Construct 1080 SF (24'x45') ALTERNATE BLUE TEE, expand right
side of tee, raise elevation 6" relative to existing, slope 1% towards the
front

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise 12" above natural
grade, slope 1% towards the left

G

Extend CART PATH to service the new White and Red Tees

H

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise 12" above natural grade,
slope 1% towards the left

I

Construct 2995 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, shift right to enhance
dogleg fill left side of bunker to create flashing, minimal excavation
within floor, raise right side fairway edge to create 1'-3' depth

J

Expand FAIRWAY to the right to enhance dogleg, maintain 30 yard
wide fairway at fairway bunker

K

Construct 2730 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, expand dramatically,
lower bunker floor 12" relative to existing

L

Construct new 450 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER in location of existing
approach, excavate floor to create 3' deep bunker relative to front of
putting surface

M

Construct 1375 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower floor 6" relative to
existing, lower back edge to allow for view of rear fairway approach
from fairway

N

Dramatically expand FAIRWAY APPROACH to the left and tie
fairway in to left side of the green to accentuate hole strategy

O

Construct 1010 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, bunker floor elevation to
remain constant relative to existing, raise sand flash on back an
additional 2.5'

#5 Red Course
“Punchbowl”
The 5th hole on the Red Course will again be improved with the
introduction of additional hole width along both sides of the fairway.
The entire right side of the golf hole will be selectively cleared to allow
for more fairway width and for greater opportunity for exciting recovery
shots within the remaining trees. The enlarging of the fairway to the
right creates an opportunity for a bold fairway bunker within the inside
of the dogleg that will challenge the Club's better players. Players that
boldly negotiate this bunker will be rewarded with a more direct route
to the green. Towards the green, the left greenside bunker will be
brought slightly more into play. Recovery interest and aesthetic
improvement is the catalyst for the proposed tree removal, rear
greenside bunker, hillside grading, and "punchbowl" approach
expansions. These features will create a memorable complex for this
currently bland green site.

A

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, shifting slightly right for
more demanding angle, front of tee raised 5' above natural grade, slope
1% towards the front

B

Construct 1680 SF (70'x24') BLUE TEE, shifting slightly left for more
forgiving angle, maintain existing tee surface elevation, slope 1%
towards the front

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee surface 4" higher
relative to existing tee surface, open drainage swale in front of tee, slope
1% towards the front

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 4" higher
relative to natural grade, slope 1% towards the rear

E

Construct 2025 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, incorporate existing fairway
rolls into bunker grading, create varying bunker depth with both cut
and fill, expand fairway on both sides of bunker

F

Expand FAIRWAY width on left side to exaggerate dogleg, maintain
34 yard wide fairway near fairway bunker

G

Selectively remove TREES between #5 and #4 fairways to dogleg holes
to improve turf health, and facilitate exciting recovery shots

H

Construct 1920 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shift bunker right,
maintain existing bunker depth

I

Install DRAINAGE, lower drain basin grate 2.75' to facilitate drainage
within "punchbowl" feature, discharge drainage through 6" N-12 pipe
within existing yard inlet

J

Expand FAIRWAY APPROACH to create chipping area within the
"punchbowl" feature

K

REMOVE existing staircase while regrading hillside

L

Construct 725 SF rear GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate bunker floor
12" lower than putting surface, dramatically fill rear of bunker at a
diagonal to create visual interest for rear hillside and to create the
enclosure for the "punchbowl" fairway feature

#6 Red Course
“Hog’s Back”
Visually, the 6th hole is stunning from the tee box due to the graceful
and rolling terrain. However, the severely canting fairway does not
allow for a proper landing zone for the majority of Club players. This
condition will be remedied with the dramatic fairway expansion along
the right side of the golf hole. The new fairway layout will provide a
strategic optional right fairway area in front of and behind the bunker
complex. This improvement will create alternate angles of attack, will
showcase the beautiful landforms present, and will create additional
interest from the two new tees sculpted into the hillside to the right of
the existing tee complex. These tees create an exciting view of the golf
hole and will entice the player to challenge the three fairway bunkers.
Once beyond the bunkers, the right side of the approach will be raised
and fairway turf will be extended in that direction to facilitate a run-up
approach shot. Additional soil will be excavated from the left and rear
of the putting surface to showcase this "horizon line" green.

A

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, shift back 5 yards and slightly
left, raise elevation 2', slope 1% towards the left

B

Reroute CART PATH to the left of the Blue Tee to service both
teeing angles, remove landscaping left of existing path (by Club)

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLUE TEE, shift left slightly, raise
elevation 2', slope 1% towards the left

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') ALTERNATE BLUE TEE, lower
elevation 4.5' relative to existing #8 Rear Tee surface, blend grading
into #7 right greenside slope and new #8 Black Tee slope, slope 1%
towards the left

E

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') ALTERNATE WHITE TEE, lower
elevation 2' relative to existing grade, slope 1% towards the left

F

Construct 1560 SF (total SF) WHITE TEE, tee surface shared with
new #3 White Rear Tee, tee constructed with White Course
construction phase

G

Construct 1080 SF (44'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 10" relative to
existing grade, slope 1% towards the front

H

REMOVE 65 LF portion of existing cart path

I

Shorten FAIRWAY, harvest turf and re-install elsewhere

J

Remove TREES along right side of fairway to facilitate strategic "Hog's
Back"

K

Construct 1290 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, sculpt bunker into existing
hillside

L

Construct 1575 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, lower bunker floor
elevation 12", open right side of bunker for improved sand visibility
from the tee

M

Extend alternate FAIRWAY above bunker complex to create strategic
option from tee, excavate ridge 2.5' to create graceful saddle for fairway

N

Construct 865 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, sculpt bunker into existing
hillside, bunker is blind from tee, however, it is to be aligned with
bunker (L)

O

Construct 1190 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, extend bunker to the
right slightly, bunker floor elevation to remain constant with existing
bunker

P

Extend FAIRWAY APPROACH, fill grass hollow and allow for runup shots from right side of green complex

Q

Create GRASS HOLLOW, remove tree and excavate 4' to highlight
green

R

Create GRASS HOLLOW, remove rear greenside bunker and
excavate 4' to highlight "horizon line" green surface

#7 Red Course
“High”
The 7th hole will be improved through the manipulation of the fairway
bunker placement. Strategically located bunkers left and right of the
fairway will require the golfer to make a clear decision as to club
selection and line from the tee. Longer tee balls that challenge the left
bunker will be rewarded within an opened greenside approach
coinciding with the removal of the left greenside bunker. The right
side of the green will become more dramatic with a lone deepened
bunker, further excavation beyond the bunker, and adjacent tree
removal that will allow the player to better identify the right edge of the
putting surface. The green will also be showcased with the removal of
additional trees behind the putting surface.

A

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, shift back 4 yards, lower tee
elevation 18" relative to existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the left

B

Construct 1800 SF (75'x24') BLUE TEE, lower tee elevation 6" relative
to existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the left

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, shift forward and also right
to align with two rear tees, raise tee surface 8" higher than existing
grade, slope 1%towards the back

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 6" higher than
existing grade, slope 1% towards the back

E

Extend and reroute CART PATH to the left of the existing tree and
the new Red Tee

F

Shorten FAIRWAY, harvest turf for use in other areas

G

Construct 2335 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER in place of two existing
bunkers, bunker floor to be 12" higher than first fairway bunker,
excavate 3' at back right of existing bunker complex to reveal fairway
extension

H

Extend FAIRWAY to enhance risk/reward option from the tee

I

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, excavate 4' behind bunker to return
area to natural grade, expand fairway in this area

J

Construct 1385 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, create bunker depth by
both excavating floor and filling rear of bunker, expand fairway

K

Shift right FAIRWAY edge to create enhanced dogleg, harvest turf for
use in other areas

L

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, excavate 5' behind bunker to return
area to natural grade, expand fairway in this area

M

REMOVE existing greenside bunker, excavate 12" behind bunker to
return area to natural grade, expand fairway approach in this area

N

Construct 2665 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, maintain bunker floor
elevation of first existing greenside bunker, remove trees and additional
3.5' of soil beyond bunker to create grass face and to better highlight
right side of green complex

O

Remove TREES beyond green to eliminate undesirable backdrop of
the putting surface

#8 Red Course
“Short”
To again further introduce design variety to the Glen Oaks golf course,
the 8th tees will be positioned to better test the player's short iron
accuracy. Shortening this par three will create a wider length disparity
between the par three holes across the three nines, and in turn also
improves the 7th green surrounds and allows for the dramatic #6 tee
shift. The deep and angled green is a perfect target for a "Short" hole
because it will offer a great deal of set-up variety depending upon the
day's tee marker and pin placements. The green surface itself will be
the most heavily bunkered on the course. The four greenside bunkers
will be menacing test for the golfer's short game, although a more open
angle has been provided from the offset White and Red Tee box
positions.

A

REMOVE existing rear tee, excavate this area to properly blend the 8th
tee complex with the 6th tee complex and the 7th right side green slope

B

REMOVE existing cart path and staircases, and retaining walls in this
area, Club to remove existing landscaping

C

Reroute CART PATH, create cul-de-sac access to main teeing surface

D

Construct 4000 SF (100'x40') BLACK/BLUE TEE, shift tee surface left
to blend in right hand slope, raise tee surface 5' to create improved
access from cart path and to provide improved view of green complex,
slope 1% towards the right

E

Construct 1440 SF (60'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee surface 18" relative
to existing grade, slope 1% towards the right

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 12" relative to
existing grade (maintain 18" height difference from White Tee), slope

G

Reroute CART PATH, locate path to the left of the tee complex to
beautify golf hole

H

Eliminate FAIRWAY APPROACH, to create a small "Short" hole
target, harvest turf for use in other areas (typical)

I

Construct 3165 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, replace three smaller
bunkers with one larger bunker to better defend the green complex,
maintain elevation of front left greenside bunker, flash sand on new #9
Black Tee slope

J

Construct 2045 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, enlarge front of bunker,
maintain existing bunker floor depth, saddle rear of bunker to obtain
sightline into bunker (L)

K

Construct 1520 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, maintain existing bunker
floor depth, raise rear of bunker 2.5' and blend with #1 White grading,
raise bunker flash 1.5' higher than existing

L

Construct 815 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker floor
elevation 6", saddle foreground of bunker for improved sand visibility

M

REMOVE rear cart path and select trees to simplify and beautify the
backdrop of the green complex

#9 Red Course
“Smash”
The longest hole at Glen Oaks, the par 5 9th, is a fine compliment to
the sporty 8th. Although a long hole, the wide and inviting fairway will
encourage aggressive swings to further chase the tee shot down the
existing fairway slope. This fairway slope will become slightly more
strategic as the teeing angle for the Black and Blue Tee golfers will be
shifted to the right. A new Red Tee is to be constructed shortening this
hole to a still very demanding length of 460 yards. Dramatic bunkering
at the approach and greenside will frame and challenge recovery shots
surrounding this cleverly contoured green. Fairway approach turf will
gracefully tie the rear of the 9th green, the staging area, pro shop, and
practice putting green areas together into one cohesive landscape
design.

A

Construct 576 SF (24'x24') BLACK TEE, raise tee surface 12" above
natural grade, flash greenside bunker on tee slope, maintain swale
around front of tee, slope 1% towards the front

B

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') ALTERNATE BLACK TEE, raise tee
surface 12" higher than natural grade, slope 1% towards the front

C

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise tee elevation 8" higher
than natural grade, slope 1% towards the front

D

Reroute CART PATH to service new tee alignment, remove unneeded
cart paths and teeing grounds

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, maintain elevation of existing tee, slope 1% towards the front, excavate soil from removed tee and
return to natural grade

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee elevation 18" above
natural grade, slope 1% towards the front

G

Extend FAIRWAY towards tee 25 yards, remove portion of right
fairway to enhance the dogleg of the hole

H

REMOVE existing tree and stump in middle of fairway, return area to
smooth natural grade

I

Construct 1520 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, shift bunker 15 yards
towards green to challenge better players, fill existing bunker and return
to natural grade, expand fairway approach beyond bunker

J

Expand FAIRWAY at the second landing area to the left

K

Construct 2155 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, maintain existing bunker
floor depth, saddle rear of bunker to define left edge of green complex

L

Construct 1380 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker floor 6"
relative to existing bunker, lower foreground of bunker to improve
visibility into hazard

M

Construct 2970 SF rear GREENSIDE BUNKER, expand bunker
towards practice putting green to create visual separation and framing of
#9 green complex, lower bunker floor 4" relative to existing bunker

N

Install 6" DRAINAGE line with one 12" inlet and one 12" bubble up to

#1 Blue Course
“First”
The fine opening hole of the Blue Course is a gently doglegging, stern
par four. Reconstructing the existing design elements to fit with the
renovation's vision and styling will improve the aesthetics and strategy of
the golf hole. The Black Tee will be unified with the practice putting
green with an expanded bentgrass area. At the fairway, the current
fairway bunker will be removed as it's location is not a strategic element
of the golf hole. The green complex will be beautified with bold and
deepened bunkering. The right green surrounds will be excavated to
better define the right edge of the putting surface. Further right, the
existing cart path will be removed.

A

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE, join bentgrass teeing surface
with practice putting green, raise 4.0', slope 1% towards the front

B

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise tee surface 4" relative to
existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the front

C

Reroute CART PATH, shift path near teeing complex, remove
unnecessary path routed through landscape bed

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee surface 4" relative
to existing tee surface, slope 1% towards the front

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 12" above
existing grade, slope 1% towards the front

F

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, excavate 3.0' of rear bunker soil
and return area to natural grade, straighten fairway edge

G

PLANT two deciduous trees at the outside of the dogleg to create a
vertical hazard for errant tee shots and to aid in beautifying the outside
of the dogleg

H

Shift FAIRWAY to the left to enhance the doglegging of the golf hole,
harvest fairway turf for use in other areas

I

Construct 1390 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shorten back side of
existing bunker, lower bunker floor 12" relative to existing bunker

J

Excavate GRASS HOLLOW to a depth of 4' to the right of the putting
surface to better define the putting surface, create small fairway
expansion at back-right of green complex

K

Construct 2315 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker floor 12"
relative to existing bunker

L

Construct 985 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker floor 6"
relative to existing bunker, flash rear bunker slope to create additional
hazard visibility from the fairway

M

REMOVE cart path along the right side of the green complex, restore
area to natural grade

#2 Blue Course
“Chance”
Currently, the 2nd hole is plagued by poor visibility and grading at the
teeing complex, "busy" and unified fairway design elements, and a lack of
strategy and aesthetic appeal at the green. The teeing grounds and fairway
will be simplified and will become more graceful by eliminating awkward
grading, unsightly cart path paving, mounding, erratic pond lines, and trees.
Work around the green complex will involve introducing additional fairway
turf towards the left side of the golf hole. This fairway will take the place of
existing unattractive mounding and cart paths. A new front greenside
bunker will create a difficult pitch towards the green for golfers who miss
their second shot to the left of the green complex. The resulting hole will
dare the player to reach this short par five in two shots, but will also make
the recovery for those same players more difficult if they do not hit the
green.

A

Narrow paved entrance to the maintenance facility, and PLANT SCREENING
between the maintenance facility and the new Black/Blue Tee

B

Construct 3200 SF (80'x40') BLACK/BLUE TEE, shift tee surface to the right
(made possible by the relocation of the maintenance access road) to improve
visibility and grading, raise tee surface 6" higher relative to existing tee, slope 1%
towards the front

C

Reroute CART PATH/ACCESS ROAD to the left of the tee complex to
improve teeing area

D

Construct 1925 SF WHITE TEE, tee surface shared with #9 White Rear Tee,
lower tee surface 18" relative to existing tee elevation, slope 1% towards the
golfer's right

E
F
G

EXCAVATE ridgeline to the right of the golf hole an average of 5'

H

REMOVE existing fairway bunkers, excavate mounded area behind bunkers 4'
and create naturally appearing rolls in this area

I

PLANT three deciduous trees to right of fairway to visually "turn" the golf hole
and to create a penalty for wildly errant shots

J

REMOVE two smaller mounds to right of fairway, excavate 4' and return area
to natural grade

K

REMOVE existing trees (already completed) to create an increased
opportunity to reach the green in two shots

L

PLANT three deciduous trees to soften view of maintenance access road

M

EXCAVATE pond to create a more regular edge, undercut water edge 5', total
of 8' of excavation

N

Shift both edge of the FAIRWAY to the left to enhance strategy and aesthetics
of the golf hole

O

Construct new 570 SF front-right GREENSIDE BUNKER within expanded
fairway approach, excavate bunker 3' below surface of green

P

EXCAVATE pond embankment an average of 2' to create improved fairway
tie-in

Q

Remove existing mounding and cart path behind the green, join FAIRWAY
APPROACH with #3 White fairway

R

Construct 930 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shift back relative to existing
position, lower bunker floor 6" relative to existing, fill rear of bunker, tie-in new
ridge with #3 White green complex

S

REMOVE rear cart path

T

FILL broad ridge behind green to lose excess soil, tie-in rear of bunkers (R)
and (U) with #3 White green complex

U

Construct 1590 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker floor 18" relative to
existing bunker, foreground of bunker also excavated to create new swale
within expanded fairway bail-out area

Install new CART PATH within excavated area
Construct 1080 SF (24'x45') RED TEE, blend tee grading into excavated area,
slope 1% towards the front

#3 Blue Course
“Dog’s Leg”
The "Dog's Leg" of this par four is to be enhanced by shifting the
fairway farther right. This new fairway pattern will add beauty, strategic
interest, and also increased safety for the #4 White green complex.
The fairway will be protected by three fairway bunkers and will be
regraded to add some topography change to this rather level portion of
the golf course. Coinciding with the strategic improvements at the
landing area, the green complex approach will be shifted right. The
front-right approach will be dramatically enlarged to provide a bail-out
for golfers not wishing to challenge the enlarged left greenside hazard.

A

Construct 720 SF (24'x30') BLACK TEE, join fairway approach into
tee surface, raise tee surface 6" higher than existing grade, swale fairway
approach between green and tee, slope 1% towards the right

B

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, shift tee surface to right,
maintain existing tee elevation, slope 1% towards the right

C

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee surface 6" higher
than existing grade, slope 1% towards the right

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, align tee with Blue and White
Tees, raise tee surface 6" higher than existing grade, slope 1% towards
the right

E

Remove trees, shift FAIRWAY edge dramatically right to enhance
dogleg

F

Construct 1580 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, excavate bunker floor 12"
and fill surrounds to create varying bunker depth, blend fill placed
across fairway into bunker grading

G

Construct 3600 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER (constructed within White
Course Phase), shared bunker with #4 White green complex, blend
right edge of bunker into fairway fill

H

Construct 2010 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, maintain existing bunker
floor elevation, excavate 3' deep swale in front of bunker blending swale
into existing SWM depression, fill left side of bunker and extend fill
across fairway

I

FILL soft ridge across fairway linking bunker (H) with bunkers (F) and
(G), fill to vary from 3.5' to 1.5', saddle center of ridge

J

REMOVE select trees between fairway and #4 White green

K

Shift FAIRWAY 8 yards right to enhance dogleg and improve safety

L

REMOVE cart path from right side of fairway to improve aesthetics
and avoid conflict with #8 White Tee complex

M

Construct 2375 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, expand bunker towards
fairway approach, lower bunker floor 4" relative to existing bunker

N

Relocate CART PATH to the left side of the green complex

O

REMOVE existing rear greenside bunker, restore to natural grade

P

Construct 1175 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, convert two existing
bunkers into one and shift hazard back to allow for expand fairway
approach, maintain bunker floor elevation of first bunker

#4 Blue Course
“Bottle”
The 4th's "Bottle Hole" design feature is to be created by the
introduction of two fairway bunkers sculpted into the widened fairway
at the first landing area. Tee shots successfully negotiating these
hazards will be rewarded with a shorter and more level second shot,
and will also benefit from improved visibility down the golf hole.
Strategic positioning of the second shot will be made more important,
as the front-right greenside bunker (L) will be the largest, deepest, and
most fierce greenside bunker at Glen Oaks Club. In turn, the left
bunker will be reduced in size in conjunction with an expanded
approach for those not willing to challenge the front-right bunker. The
resulting moderate length par five hole will provide a multitude of
strategic and enjoyable decisions for players of all abilities.

A

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, shift tee to right, lower tee
surface 6" relative to existing surface elevation, slope 1% towards the
rear

B

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, shift tee to right, raise tee
elevation 12" above existing grade, slope 1% towards the rear

C

Reroute and shorten CART PATH, eliminate landscape area (by Club)

D

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') WHITE TEE, shift tee slightly right,
maintain existing tee elevation, slope 1% towards the rear

E

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') ALTERNATE WHITE TEE, hole playing
440 yards when tee is in use, maintain existing tee elevation, slope 1%
towards the rear

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, raise tee surface 6" higher
relative to existing grade, slope 1% towards the rear

G

Construct 2165 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, excavate bunker floor 12",
fill exterior far edge of bunker 3.0' to create deeper fairway bunker and
level upper landing zone

H

Construct 1425 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, excavate floor 1.5', fill
exterior far edge of bunker 1.5' to create shallow fairway bunker,
maintain minimum 25 yard fairway width

I

Expand FAIRWAY beyond and above series of fairway bunkers,
create 50 yard wide fairway in this area to entice aggressive tee shots

J

REMOVE existing fairway bunker, returning area to natural grade and
expand fairway in this location

K

REMOVE select trees to facilitate fairway widening

L

Construct 3140 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER creating fierce hazard,
convert two bunkers into one larger bunker, maintain floor elevation of
first bunker

M

Dramatically expand FAIRWAY APPROACH in conjunction with the
size reduction of bunker (N)

N

Construct smaller 725 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, maintain floor
elevation of existing bunker

#5 Blue Course
“Slingshot”
The 5th will be made more interesting and visually pleasing by
dramatically adjusting the fairway grassing patterns of the hole. The
large fairway bunker and artificially appearing fill will be removed and
the area is to be attractively contoured and replaced with fairway turf
connecting the 5th and 9th fairways. This new grassing pattern will
reward strong tee shots played down the left side of the fairway. In
turn, the left greenside bunkers are scheduled for removal and a large
fairway approach will encourage running shots played from the left.
The right greenside bunker will be transformed into a larger, deeper
hazard. The rear greenside trees and mounding will also be removed
to improve the aesthetics of the complex.

A

Construct 2980 SF (total) BLACK, BLUE TEE, tee surface shared
with #9 White Tee, maintain elevation of main teeing surface, slope 1%
towards the right

B

Construct 1920 SF ALTERNATE BLUE,/WHITE TEE, lower tee
surface 6" below top of existing mound elevation, slope 1% towards the
right

C

REMOVE existing cart path and forward tee within swale, return area
to natural grade

D

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, lower tee surface 12" below top
of existing mound elevation, slope 1% towards the right

E

Reroute CART PATH to the left of the new tee surfaces

F

REMOVE fairway bunker, excavate existing placed fill 3.0' - 5.0' to
create a more naturally appearing landform

G

Extend FAIRWAY to allow errant shots to run further right (to force
the player to negotiate the more difficult greenside bunker (I), join
fairway with #9 fairway

H

Shift FAIRWAY edge right to soften the existing straight fairway

I

Construct 2575 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, enlarge and shift closer
to the center of the hole, lower bunker 3.5' relative to existing floor
elevation, excavate right side of bunker 2', extend fairway approach
beyond bunker

J

REMOVE two existing greenside bunkers, create gentle roll from
driveway to the putting surface, extend fairway approach to the left to
encourage run-up shots to the green

K

Extend FAIRWAY APPROACH and join with #6 tee surface

L

REMOVE existing trees, mounds, and cart path to the rear of the green
complex to beautify the golf hole

#6 Blue Course
“Post”
The par three 6th hole will benefit from a dynamic and flexible teeing
complex. A new Black Tee is to be constructed beyond the existing
driveway to create additional length and a varied angle. The Blue Tee
is to be repositioned and also interconnected with #5 fairway approach.
The White Tee is to be extended to the right to create a variety of new
angles into the green complex. At the green, the complex will be
improved and simplified by removing excess fill soil from all sides of
the putting surface and two bunkers will be removed to create a more
attractive target area. The left fairway approach will be expanded to aid
high-handicap play.

A

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') BLACK TEE beyond existing driveway,
raise tee surface 6" higher than existing grade, slope 1% towards the
front

B

Construct 2000 SF (50'x40') BLUE TEE, raise tee surface 12" relative
to existing tee elevation, interconnect tee surface with #5 fairway
approach turf, slope 1% towards the front

C

Construct 1200 SF (24'x50') RED TEE, lower tee elevation 18" lower
relative to existing White Tee, slope 1% towards the front

D

Construct 3330 SF (total) WHITE TEE, tee surface joined with #9
Black Tee, maintain elevation of existing tee, slope 1% towards the
front

E

Shorten FAIRWAY APPROACH by 25 yards, harvest turf for use in
other areas

F

REMOVE existing greenside bunker, excavate area 12" to return it to
natural grade, expand fairway approach

G

Construct 1230 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker 6" relative
to existing bunker floor elevation, lower foreground of hazard and
introduce expanded fairway approach

H

REMOVE rear mound by excavating 18" and returning area to more
natural grade, remove soil on right side of green by excavating 4' and
returning area to more natural grade

I

Construct 740 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, convert two greenside
bunkers into single bunker, maintain existing bunker floor elevation

J

Construct 2130 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower bunker 12" relative
to existing bunker floor elevation

#7 Blue Course
“Carry”
Again, width and angles will provide the 7th with additional strategy,
beauty, and enjoyment for the Glen Oaks Membership. A right fairway
bunker will guard a new fairway expansion along the right side of the
hole. Challenging the bunker will provide a significant advantage into
the green complex due to a much improved view of the putting surface
and also an expanded approach at the right of the green. Players who
advance their ball to the left side of the bunker will be left with the
current semi-blind approach and must contend with the left greenside
bunker. Attention will also be given to the surrounds of the green
complex and will include a rear bunker to frame the green, selective
tree removal, rerouting of the cart path, and regrading of the right side
of the putting surface.

A

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, shift forward to create
optimum length carry over fairway bunker for entire tee complex, raise
tee complex 18" relative to existing tee to improve drainage, slope 1%
towards the left

B

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise tee complex 18" relative
to existing tee complex and blend into rear of #6 green, slope 1%
towards the left

C

PLANT screening to soften view from #6 tees of existing fence along
post road

D

Reroute CART PATH, shifting slightly left to facilitate new tee
complex angle

E

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, shifting left to ease angle
into fairway, raise tee surface 12" relative to the existing grade, slope 1%
towards the rear

F

Construct new 1080 SF (45'x24') RED TEE, align with White Tee,
raise tee surface 12" relative to existing grade, slope 1% towards the rear

G

Install 4" perforated DRAINAGE laterals encased in stone and topped
with mix to capture surface and ground water in this chronically wet
area of the fairway, discharge within a 12" bubble-up sump

H

Construct 3945 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, maintain a minimum 28
yard wide fairway, excavate bunker floor 2'-3', utilize cut soil to fill rear
of bunker and to level new fairway expansion

I

Expand FAIRWAY above new cross bunker, create maximum 55 yard
wide fairway

J

Selectively remove TREES on knoll between #7 and #8 to expand
fairway, improve turf health, and open vistas across the property

K

Remove existing bunker, expand FAIRWAY APPROACH along front
-right of green surface, tie approach into subtle roll crossing existing
green surface

L

Construct 605 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, eliminate front half of
existing bunker, maintain existing bunker floor elevation, raise sand
flashing on back edge of bunker to improve hazard visibility from the
fairway

M

Expand FAIRWAY bail-out area to the rear of the green with existing
swaled landform

N

Construct new 1050 SF rear GREENSIDE BUNKER, excavate
bunker floor 18" lower than putting surface elevation, fill and flash sand
at rear of hazard to improve framing of green complex from the fairway

O

Remove landscaping and REGRADE, excavating 2' of soil to open
existing narrow swale to the right of the green complex

P

Reroute CART PATH, creating a more graceful and simplified area to
the right of the green complex

Q

REGRADE hillside, excavating 3' of soil to soften steep slopes and to
create a more graceful setting for the green complex

#8 Blue Course
“Blue Widow”
The Blue's 8th hole is the longest, and will possibly play as the most
difficult par three on the golf course. The beautiful tee complex setting
will be enhanced by constructing the tees in their same general
locations with subtle changes as to size and elevation. At the green, the
water hazard will continue to defend the left side of the hole, so the
fairway approach will be expanded to the right to create an optional bail
-out for players. In turn, greenside bunker (G) will be shifted back to
open up the bail-out and putting surface approach. Grading and
shaping along the left side of the green will create a more attractive
complex by unifying the green complex with the pond.

A

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') BLACK TEE, shifting surface slightly to
the right, raise tee surface 12" relative to existing tee, slope 1% towards
the front

B

Construct 2000 SF (50'x40') BLUE TEE, shifting surface slightly to the
right, raise tee surface 12" relative to existing tee, slope 1% towards the
front

C

Construct 1650 SF (55'x30') shared WHITE/RED TEE, enlarging
existing surface and raising 6" relative to existing tee elevation, slope 1%
towards the front

D

Construct 650 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, reducing existing bunker
size, lower bunker floor elevation 12" relative to existing, blend grading
into pond bank, expand fairway area beyond bunker

E

REGRADE left green surrounds, excavate "shoulder" of putting surface
12" to create an improved tie-in with the adjacent pond bank

F

REMOVE rear greenside bunker, excavate rear of bunker 3' and return
area to a more natural grade

G

Construct 1245 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, shift bunker back to
create larger fairway approach for this difficult hole, maintain existing
bunker floor elevation, maintain greenside swale beyond bunker

#9 Blue Course
“Cape”
The current 9th hole presents a discriminating and overly difficult
challenge for high-handicap golfers. The proposed renovations will
lessen the demands of the golf hole while creating more strategic options
for better players. The new tee positioning converts the pond angle from
a perpendicular angle to a diagonal angle. This allows the players to
select various lines of attack from the tee depending upon their length
and skill level. A new fairway bunker and fairway extension towards the
pond's edge will enhance this interesting feature. High handicap golfers
will also benefit from the removal of the two right fairway bunkers and
the removal of the steep fairway approach that actually carries short shots
further away from the green surface. The green surface itself will be
dramatically guarded by four bunkers of varying depths.

A

Construct 3330 SF (total) BLACK TEE, tee surface joined with #6
White Tee surface, slope 1% towards the left

B

REMOVE existing tee complex, excavate 1'-3' of fill soil, return area to
natural grade

C

Construct 720 SF (30'x24') ALTERNATE BLACK/BLUE TEE, tee
plays 402 yards long, raise tee surface 12" higher than natural grade,
slope 1% towards the front

D

Construct 1920 SF (80'x24') BLUE TEE, raise tee surface 10" relative
to natural grade, slope 1% towards the left

E

Reroute CART PATH to service repositioned tee surfaces

F

Construct 1080 SF (45'x24') WHITE TEE, raise tee service 10" relative
to natural grade, slope 1% towards the left

G

REMOVE existing tee, excavate 12" and return area to natural grade

H

Construct new 1080 SF (24'x45') RED TEE, maintain elevation of back
-right corner of new tee, slope 1% towards the left

I

Shorten FAIRWAY 20 yards, harvest fairway turf and reuse in other
areas

J

FILL fairway, create gentle roll to provide interest on currently flat
fairway utilizing excavated soil from fairway bunker removal on hole #5

K

REMOVE existing fairway bunkers, excavate 2' of soil beyond bunkers,
create gentle roll within fairway to blend into natural hillside

L

Construct 2210 SF FAIRWAY BUNKER, excavate bunker floor 4' to
soften far edge of pond slope and to blend bunker into water elevation,
overall bunker depth to vary from 2'-4' in depth

M

Extend FAIRWAY towards pond to create a bold optional line of play,
excavate 2' to create soft swale and to improve visibility into fairway area
from the tee

N

Selectively REMOVE trees to the left of the fairway to improve view of
the green complex and the club house from the tee complex

O

REMOVE fairway approach to create a more playable "fortress" green
complex, harvest fairway turf for use in other areas

P

Construct 790 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, converting one bunker
into two bunkers, lower bunker floor 12" relative to existing bunker
elevation to create the deeper of the two bunkers

Q

Construct 1010 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, converting one bunker
into two bunkers, maintain existing bunker depth to create the
shallower of the two bunkers

R

Construct 2345 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, expanding existing
bunker towards #9 White in conjunction with the cart path removal,
lower floor elevation 3' relative to existing bunker floor

S

Construct 1230 SF GREENSIDE BUNKER, lower floor elevation 6"
relative to existing elevation

Driving Range & Putting
Green Improvements

The Glen Oaks Club practice facilities will be further improved by
the addition of a 6,000 SF upper instructional teeing surface. This
tee will be constructed to the right of the existing grass tee in location
of the current #1 Red Rear Tee. This tee will be elevated 6' higher
than the main driving range tee elevation creating an opportunity for
a more private lesson area for the Membership. The view of the
driving range target area will be excellent front this location and elevation. The additional tee square footage will also allow for the ability to spread turf wear over the entire complex more effectively. This
dynamic facility will be enhanced with landscaping and further
unique grassing patterns leading to the relocated cart path. The practice putting green area will also be enhanced with an interesting fairway grassing pattern that will link the green with the 9th green complex, the pro shop, the club house, and #1 Blue Tee complex.

A

Install 4" perforated "TOE DRAIN" at elevation of main driving
range tee, tie line into existing basin

B

Construct 6,000 SF INSTRUCTIONAL TEE, elevation to be 6'
higher than existing Driving Range Tee, slope 1% towards the
front

C

Install LANDSCAPING to create privacy for the instructional
area and to buffer the 1st Red Tee (completed by Club)

D

Relocate CART PATH towards the entry drive to facilitate new
instructional tee

E

Extend FAIRWAY APPROACH towards cart staging and starter's
building to interconnect #9 green complex with the pro shop area

F

Extend FAIRWAY APPROACH towards entry drive,
interconnecting the practice putting green with the club house area

MASTER PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
1. Construction Methods and Materials
The construction methods and materials specified for the project are of the
highest industry standards. These specifications have been created to provide
the Club every possible advantage in maintaining the facility to the highest possible standards for years to come (drainage, surface contouring, tree removal, tee
construction specifications, etc.). Select construction details are included below
to provide the Membership a reference as to the implementation and ultimate
final outcome of the project:
●All areas highlighted within the golf course Master Plan are areas that will
receive work. Unrendered areas require no adjustments and will be
preserved.
●All disturbances will be grassed with sod. Sodding the new features will
provide a superior product and will allow each phase to be opened for play
earlier.
●Fairway turf will be harvested and re-installed in areas where the fairway
outline is being shifted or completely relocated. The existing fairway turf is
in excellent condition and reusing this turf will help lower overall
construction costs.
●Although the future maintenance practices will be given every possible advantage as stated above, the proposed artistic design of the bunkers themselves will require more intensive maintenance practices. The proposed
sand flashing and the fairway grass/bunker sand interface will require additional care above and beyond the bunkers that Glen Oaks Club currently
maintains. However, this additional manpower investment is a fine investment, as this bunker styling will become the most memorable and bold
component of the new Glen Oaks Club golf facility.
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●The tee surfaces will be constructed to provide the ultimate in drainage
and turf performance to facilitate the recovery of the turf from divot wear.

●Earthwork (cut-to-fill) will balance for each nine hole phase. Generally,
excess soil will be excavated from the bunker complexes and green surrounds. This soil will be hauled and placed at the new tee complex locations, which will need the additional fill soil to be constructed properly.
This balancing of the cut/fill requirements is a cost effective way to
effectively obtain two improvements for the cost of one construction task.
●Limited drain inlets and piping are required throughout the property because of the excellent surface drainage that the rolling topography provides
and the fairly well-draining soil found at Glen Oaks Club. Select areas will
receive drainage (#2W, 3W, 5R, 9R, 7B, and the Driving Range) to facilitate
new design features, to intercept surface drainage ways before they cross an
in-play area, and also to collect ground water in chronically wet areas.
●Irrigation adjustments will be needed primarily to support the proposed
fairway shifting and new teeing complexes. The existing fairway irrigation
coverage is very extensive so many of the smaller adjustments will not
require any irrigation adjustments.
●Cart paths will be relocated when necessary to achieve the design objectives. When reconstructed, the paths will be built to typical golf standards.
The overall quantity of Belgian block cart path curbing throughout the property will be reduced to facilitate ease of Golfer and Maintenance cart traffic.
2. Glen Oaks Club Staff Involvement
The Glen Oaks Club Maintenance Staff is planning on participating in select
labor costs to aid in lowering the overall construction costs for the project. The
tasks include tree removal, stump removal, Belgian block curbing removal, partial cutting of existing sod, installation of soil amendments prior to grassing, and
partial installation of new rough sod. The cost savings for completing these
tasks is substantial, but the scope of their work should be limited to these components as the Staff will also be maintaining the entire golf facility during the
implementation of the project.
The Glen Oaks Staff will also be involved with McDonald Design Group
during the implementation of the project to ensure that the original Master Plan
design objectives are being met during the project. Routine on-site meetings
with the Club Staff and Officials will be conducted while the earth is being
sculpted to facilitate communication that is vital to creating a truly
special project.
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GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS

P.O. BOX 206 JESSUP, MD 20794

PHONE: 410.799.1079

FAX: 410.799.5840
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